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Colorado-based photographer Keith Ladzinski messes with our depth perception in
this preternatural shot of climber Mike Libecki exploring an iceberg in a remote fjord
on the southeast coast of Greenland. // ladzinski.com
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CONNECT

RYAN CREARY PHOTO

The beauty of matter is that the same atoms can combine in different ways
to create different entities; the same can be said of a magazine’s content.
Adventure is a tactile thing that some like to cradle, so our print edition
delivers superbly rendered photos and stories in a package you’d be proud
to have grace any surface in your home; no space wasted on the distractions
of dated news or service. There’s also more to adventure than print’s two
dimensions. That’s why our digital edition delivers the same book in a
more portable, state-of-the-art format with extras like slideshows and direct
web links. At mountainlifemedia.ca, our website shared with other Mountain
Life titles, you’ll find even more: videos, photo galleries, interviews, essays,
updated news and the latest gear reviews. In a world of homogenized
media that does little more than self-replicate and feed off itself, Mountain
Life Annual seek a different, deeper, more meaningful connection. Through
ideas, art, and exceptional photography, we go beyond the bravado to
unite us all behind the issues of the outdoor adventure world and our
shared planet. So find us online and say hello—then be sure to park us on
your coffee table.
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Content
The Northwest Territories encompass
almost all of Canada except for
B.C., Upper and Lower Canada, and
the Maritimes. By 1949 northern
Quebec, northern Ontario, and the
provinces of Saskatchewan, Alberta
and Manitoba had been carved
out. Only in 1999 does it reach its
present configuration after being
divided into the separate entities
of the Northwest Territories and
Nunavut—both vast, unpopulated,
and with destinies left to define.
(“Requiem for a Future North,” p. 48)

1870

1982
China’s 60 years of cultural
persecution has forced Tibetans
into cross-border enclaves in India,
Nepal and Bhutan. After summiting
Mt. Everest in 1982 as a member
of the first Canadian Everest
Expedition and falling in love with
the Himalaya, photographer Pat
Morrow and journalist partner Baiba
Morrow spent the next three decades
documenting the enduring cultural
integrity of these outposts in the
vast, vertiginous world around them.
(“Behind the Heart,” p. 62)
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Longstanding record for Toronto’s
coldest February is set. The benchmark
isn’t surpassed until 2015, when
temperatures average -12.6˚C and
never rise above 0˚C. In an odd
climate-change paradox, winter 2015
is also the warmest ever recorded
globally, yet Ontario’s coldest in 75
years, allowing two men to cross the
sixth Great Lake— Georgian Bay—
almost entirely on its frozen surface.
(Bucket List, p. 36)

1875

A large rockslide triggered by railroad construction blocks Hells
Gate rapid on the Fraser River, obstructing the passage for a year,
one of numerous early slights to the province’s world-leading
sockeye salmon spawning runs. The blockage is removed
but salmon fight to survive throughout the century. After an
inexplicable and catastrophic population drop in 2009, both
2010 and 2014 see rebound “dominant years” in the four-year
cycle of the world-renowned Adams River sockeye run. (First
Person, p. 22)

Bouvetøya (Bouvet Island), the most isolated
land on the planet, is declared a Norwegian
dependency. Located in the Southern Ocean
between South Africa and Antarctica, it was
first discovered in 1739, by polar explorer
Jean-Baptiste Charles Bouvet de Lozier;
shrouded in perpetual fog and notoriously
difficult to locate, however, it wasn’t seen
again until 1820—maybe. Now, as the only
place on Earth without non-native flora or
fauna, it retains its own peculiar isolation.
(Wild, p. 140)

1914

1930

1988
“Biodiversity hotspot” is coined by British biologist Norman
Myers to describe a place extraordinarily rich in species that’s
also threatened by human activity. Mt. Namuli in Mozambique
is one of 35 biodiversity hotspots identified worldwide. In
2012, the unique inselberg—a geological island on which flora
and fauna evolve in relative isolation—was designated a Level
1 Priority Key Biodiversity Area by the Critical Ecosystems
Partnership Fund, who proclaimed it “significant, threatened
and understudied”—a clarion call for conservationists… and
climbers. (The Far Side,” p. 76)

1989

1993

Soviet troop withdrawl from Afghanistan leaves
a power vacuum soon filled by warring groups of
mujahideen. As the country is torn apart, Pakistan
grasps the chance to wield regional power by backing
a previously unknown student movement: the Taliban.
By 1996, the fundamentalist group is governing
the country, reversing women’s social progress by a
century. In 2013, filmmaker Sarah Menzies begins
work on Afghan Cycles, about women who put their
lives at risk simply to ride a bicycle. (“Pedaling
Freedom,” p. 88)

Two years after the collapse of
the Soviet Union, Georgia’s
upper Svaneti region is declared
a UNESCO World Heritage
Site. The Svaneti village of
Ushguli at 2,100m is famous
for massive stone towers that
date to at least the 12th century.
Covered in snow six months
a year, the surrounding peaks
of the Caucasus make for
an unheralded ski trip when
photographer Kari Medig and
friends visit in 2012. (“The
Monk, the Jeep, and the
Mountain,” p. 96)

A seven-man climbing team is hit by an avalanche near
the summit of Mexico’s 5,640m Pico de Orizaba, North
America’s loftiest volcano. Four survive but three disappear,
their fate unknown until February, 2015, when a climber
on Orizaba discovered a partly mummified head and hand
protruding from the ice. (Ellipse, p. 20)

Ryan Creary is born in
New Brunswick, Canada.
After stops in Thunder Bay,
Ontario (university), Whistler,
B.C. (snow-bumming),
and Calgary, Alberta
(recreational work) he begins
a career path as an outdoor
photographer. In 2012 he
lands in Revelstoke, British
Columbia, as a recognizable
and ubiquitous name with
a focus on Canada’s intermountain west. (“Minister of
the Interior,” p. 106)

Labrador Inuit Association launches a land-claim
battle that ends three decades later with the creation
of Torngat Mountains National Park—Canada’s 42nd
and the first managed by an all-Inuit cooperative. In
2014 it is the setting for an historic kayak first descent
of the Nachvak River, a century after Geological Survey
of Canada anthropologist Ernest W. Hawkes visited
and reported: “[the] range of high barren mountains with
sharp precipices extending inland from the sea was known
to traditional Inuit as the abode of the master spirit in
their mythology.” (“Place of Spirits,” p. 132)

1947

1959

1973

1977

1999

2000

2012

2015

Determined to honour the memory of
his brother Sean, who contracted and
succumbed to cerebral malaria in 1999,
Todd and partner Christina Tottle
will eventually set out on motorcycles
in 2008 to deliver mosquito nets to
Africans living in remote rural villages.
(“Bitten,” p. 118)

Geopark movement begins, uniting culture, history,
and outdoor activity with local geology. Four years later,
European and Chinese geoparks merge into the Global
Geopark Network, blossoming in a decade to 100 parks in
30 countries. Stonehammer, in St. John, New Brunswick,
becomes the first North American member in 2010,
followed by Tumbler Ridge, British Columbia in 2014.
(Innovate, p. 28)

British Columbia’s “Avatar Grove” declared an
Old-Growth Management area after a two-year
public awareness campaign by Ancient Forest
Alliance. (“Saving Giants,” p. 30)

A year of tectonic events: the Pope
declares war on climate change, and
Mountain Life Annual turns three.

Norwegian anthropologist Thor
Heyerdahl builds an aboriginal balsa raft
to test his theories that ancient Peruvians
could have reached Polynesia. In 1947
he and five companions leave Callio,
Peru and cross 8,000 km of ocean in 101
days to reach Raroia atoll in Tuamotu
Archipelago. His subsequent adventure
book, Kon-Tiki, captures the imagination
of a post-war world. (Outspoken, p. 26)

TOP ROW JASON VAN BRUGGEN; SCOTT PARENT; JORDAN MANLEY; YOUTUBE.COM/WATCH?V=LSN-AH2JH2S; THOR HEYERDAHL; LESLIE ANTHONY; DANIEL STEWART; BEN MARR.
BOTTOM ROW PAT MORROW; JAMES Q MARTIN; CLAUDIA LOPEZ; KARI MEDIG; TODD LAWSON; LESLIE ANTHONY; TJ WATT.
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Defy Convention.
Introducing the new era in technologically
advanced mountain footwear.
Built the Arc’teryx way.

NEVER ONE
PLACE
A LWAYS
ONE JACKET
D E S I G N E D F O R TH E M O D E R N EXPLO R E R . OVE R 5 0 STYLE S O F
T H E R M O B A L L ™ P R O V I D E U LT R A L I G H T W A R M T H I N A N Y C O N D I T I O N .

SHARE YOUR ADVETURES WITH #THERMOBALL

PHOTOS: CHRIS BURKARD

NEVER
S TO P
EXPLORING

™

SURE FOOTED ON
T H E E D G E O F U N C E R TA I N T Y
This hoof-inspired shoe takes its cues from the unstoppable Capra mountain goat.
Vibram® MegaGrip outsole and Merrell UniFly™ midsole cling to rocky terrain so you can scramble
to new heights with the ALL-NEW CAPRA WATERPROOF. Climb like an animal. merrell.com

Defined
by the Line
Josh Ewing had a good gig in Salt Lake—a corporate-job income,

DR AW YOUR LINE and join the fight to

the comforts of a city, regular climbing partners. Then he moved

protect these desert areas recognized and

to Bluff, Utah, where now he scrounges for climbing partners,
makes long approaches to chossy rock and has to drive hours
to get full-strength beer—all so he could be closer to the remote
climbing areas he loved, like Valley of the Gods, Texas Tower
and Indian Creek. But after seeing first-hand how aggressive oil
and gas extraction and careless visitation were destroying the
region, he drew the line. Now every hour he’s not out exploring
his adopted red-rock country, he’s working to defend it.

revered by climbers around the world.
patagonia.com/climb
Photos: Mikey Schaefer © 2015 Patagonia, Inc.

Farming carnivorous fish like salmon seriously
depletes wild stocks of other species—on
average, every kilo of farmed salmon
consumes three kilos of wild-caught fish.

Carto
Graphic

Finfish farming was banned
in Alaska in 1989 to preserve
wild fish stocks and protect
commercial fishing. Some now
see this as farcical: 50% of
Alaskan “wild salmon” is from
land-based-hatchery-oceanpen-raised Pacific salmon
subsequently released into
the sea to compete with truly
wild fish.

MAPPING AN ISSUE
The federal Cohen Commission into collapsing Fraser River sockeye salmon
stocks was launched following the disastrous returns of 2009. The Harper
government’s decision to ignore key recommendations of the Commission
by expanding salmon farming, and its failure to take other criticisms of the
industry seriously, is a major sore spot for environmental groups and First
Nations. Documented problems associated with open-pen salmon farming
include: escapes that threaten native salmon stocks with disease and genetic
dilution; fouling of coastal waters with organic and chemical contaminants
including antibiotics, pesticides and parasiticides, toxic paints, and disinfectants,
plus feces and surplus additive-laden feed that deoxygenate water with excess
nutrients; toxic algae blooms caused by the decay of this sewage; sea-lice
exchange with native salmon when pens are located on migration routes;
numerous and widespread bacterial, viral and protozoan disease outbreaks
including infectious hematopoietic necrosis (IHN), infectious salmon anemia
(ISA), heart and skeletal muscle inflammation (HSMI), and salmonid rickettsial
septicemia (SRS).
Every B.C. salmon farm is licensed and regulated by the Federal Department
of Fisheries and Oceans; the Province of B.C. rents seafloor space to each and
thus controls the number and size of farms; both governments, however, allow
farms to self-regulate with regard to placing possible virus-infected Atlantic
salmon in net pens located on wild Pacific salmon migration routes. On 15
May 2015, a Federal judge agreed with salmon-activist Alexandra Morton and
the organization Ecojustice that such abdication of responsibility to protect
wild fish stocks contravenes Canada’s Fisheries Act (bit.ly/1AImF44). Two
weeks later, a petition containing over 100,000 signatures was presented in the
B.C. legislature requesting an immediate halt to salmon-farm expansion.

Some 100 salmon farms dot B.C.’s
coast, rearing hundreds of thousands of
Atlantic salmon in swimming-pool-sized
net pens. With most of it sold in the
U.S., farmed salmon is the province’s
largest (legal) agricultural export.

Just three Norwegian corporations control
92% of all B.C. salmon farms, including
55% by Marine Harvest alone.

—LA

MAP BY CHRIS BRACKLEY / AS
THE CROW FLIES CARTOGRAPHY
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In B.C., hundreds of sea mammals including white-sided
dolphin, harbour seal, California sea lion, and endangered
Stellar’s sea lion have been drowned by predator nets
surrounding fish pens. Sea lions are also regularly shot by
fish-farm employees under government license.

After a lull of seven years
with reasonably low levels of
ectoparasitic sea-lice, 94% of
wild juvenile pink and chum
salmon leaving Broughton
Archipelago for the open sea
in spring 2015 were found
to be infected with enough
lice to kill them.

Adams River
sockeye salmon
dominant year,
First Person, p. 22

Norway’s Marine Harvest is
the world’s largest aquaculture
company, producing one-fifth
of the world’s farmed salmon
from open-pen salmon farms
in Scotland, Ireland, Norway,
the Faroe Islands, Chile, and
Canada’s Pacific coast.

Piscine reovirus (PRV) is the causative
agent of HSMI. First recognized in
Norwegian farms in 1999, the disease is
now spreading rapidly in Norway, Chile
and B.C.. In a 2012 Annual Report,
Marine Harvest lists HSMI as the
second leading cause of death to its fish.

Between 1980 and 2010,
wild salmon abundance has
declined as dramatically as
farmed salmon production has
increased. For example, over
one 20-year period wild Atlantic
salmon landings dropped from
10,326 tons to 2,989 tons,
while farmed Atlantic salmon
skyrocketed from 13,265 tons
to 1,433,708 tons.
A widely cited 2008 study
(bit.ly/1BRPoDX) showed a
clear reduction in survival
or abundance of native
salmonids in association
with increased production
of farmed salmon. In many
cases, reductions were
greater than 50%.

Ungava Bay wild
Atlantic salmon fishery
experienced by kayak,
“Place of Spirits,” p. 132

LEGEND
Generalized coastal range
Atlantic salmon
Sockeye salmon

An outbreak of ISA wiped out much
of Chile’s salmon industry in 200809, inflicting $2 billion in losses.
The number of fish killed was in the
millions and, fortunately, Chile has
no wild salmon. B.C. is the only place
with abundant wild salmon in which
salmon farming takes place, making it a
dangerous experiment. “We are risking
everything on this coast,” notes salmon
activist Alexandra Morton.

Atlantic salmon
open-pen farm
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The birds have vanished into the sky, and now the last cloud drains away.
We sit together, the mountain and me, until only the mountain remains.
— Li Bai, Immortal Poet of the Chinese Tang Dynasty
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Ellipse
Near the summit crater of Pico de Orizaba—Mexico’s tallest mountain and North America’s loftiest volcano at 5,640 metres—the
50-degree glacial slopes had made for a more-than-perilous descent when a friend and I skied it on crappy, first-generation telemark gear back
in 1983. In late February, 2015, a crampon-and-ice-axe equipped climber—heading up the same route we’d somehow navigated on rail-thin
skis with soft leather boots—lost his footing and slid briefly downward before self-arresting at 5,270 metres. To his left was a jarring vignette:
a partly mummified head and hand protruding from the ice, with skin, muscle and some clothing visible. He took photos to mark the spot,
and when another team sent to investigate found not one, but two entwined corpses, forensic thoughts turned to three Mexican climbers
lost in 1959 when their group of seven was hit by an avalanche near the summit.
Preserved bodies regularly turn up on high mountains: George Mallory on Everest, 75 years after disappearing; the Inca mummies populating
Andean summits; and Tyrolean Ice Man “Ötzi,” regurgitated by a glacier in 1991 some 5,000 years after lying down in the snow with an
arrow in his back. Yet such revelations always make you think, and Orizaba’s were no different: my friend and I had skied past a closely held
secret. Rife with their own confidentialities of time, geology and weather, mountains further become repositories of lost human endeavour,
something I couldn’t help but think about this past April.
I’d ski-toured to a minor summit in the shadow of Sweden’s highest peak, Kebnekaise, with Jimmy Odén, a respected Swedish guide. We’d
only just met, yet it was already one of those easy friendships where you felt you knew the other to a degree from moving in the same circles.
In addition to interpersonal carnets, we’d both known ski mountaineer Andreas Fransson—Jimmy particularly closely as a fellow guide
and mentor. The deaths last September of Andreas and ski partner JP Auclair on a peak in Chile had been a devastating blow to many.
For the ski world, two large holes inexorably rent its fabric. Earlier in the week, Jimmy had thanked me for something I’d written about
Andreas, which he felt captured the man’s all-too-human essence, a dimension often fumbled in the rush to detail tragedy; I appreciated the
assessment, having taken months to distill my feelings. That conversation had since hung between us, and now, on the summit, waiting for
swirling mists to part so we could descend, seemed time to finish it.
Barely had we opened our mouths to speak, however, than our eyes welled with tears, both of us exhaling deeply to right the ship of manliness
before each sentence. In that moment, with the handle wrenched open on taps we hadn’t known were there, it was easy to understand the
prominent human cultural belief that spirits dwell on high: far above the madding world, our previously ungraspable feelings about people
are often peculiarly loosed, reflecting back so strongly as to virtually conjure their presence. The beautiful sadness we shared talking about
our friend floated on this a strange sea of unanchored emotion. Skiing to the valley was, in every conceivable way, like coming back to
Earth.
In the Alps, legend has it that choucas, unremarkable but ubiquitous black birds, circle in search of those who’ve perished there, these lost
souls eventually living on in the birds as a way of remaining in the place they loved. Similar stories abound in the world’s other aeries: being
as far from earthly travails yet as close to the great beyond as you can get presents a rarified state in which relationships are revealed for
their bonds of similarity, not differences. In this case, the love of raw nature, the beauty and power of mountains, and the trivial thrill
of sliding down them. Unconsidered in this emotional dialectic were the various quanta of ambition, drive, and acceptable levels of risk
doubtless at play (and which preoccupy the press), handily erased by their obvious irrelevance.
Luis Espinoza, one of the four survivors on Orizaba and now 78, had also been caught in the slide but dug himself out. After studying
photos of the bodies, he was certain they were his missing friends—or, as he put it, something that explained what happened to his friends.
Comprendo. Those who perish in such circumstances are lost to others, but as for their own disposition, if it isn’t too macabre to suggest, they
actually find, in the flash of a second, what they knew to be there all along: the slow creep of eternity and insignificance of man—perhaps
the truest secret of mountains. —Leslie Anthony

REUBEN KRABBE PHOTO.
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First Person
Breath of the Salmon

Beneath us, a flash of crimson. Then another, and
another. Soon it’s a constant stream; thousands of red
bodies flow past, nose-to-tail, an undulating linear mass
so coherent it resembles an underwater current. Like
blood cells flowing in a vein. Life itself.
We all stare, mesmerized, over the gunwales where our
freight canoe casts a shadowy window onto otherwise
sun-spackled Little River. Our paddles held out of
the water, the current racing us downstream between
Shuswap and Little Shuswap Lakes, there is only silence
as the determined mass of life below surges past in the
opposite direction.
“I grew up in semi-desert and water was never my
thing,” says Frank Antoine, a First Nations guide from
nearby Quaaout Lodge who perches high in the stern,
feet braced in front, eyes riveted on the water. “Now
I can’t get enough.”
Though such reverence cuts easily through his sportif
guide look of white toque, polarized sunglasses, and
river shoes, we’d already long since bought into it. In
a year such as this, the Adams River sockeye run is the
largest return of that species to a single river on the
planet—a de facto wonder of the natural world.

22
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The previous evening, Barb Callihoe, Cultural
Coordinator for the Little Shuswap Indian Band, had
shared with us waypoints of that group’s history with
the salmon. Beneath soaring ponderosa pines on the
grounds of the 30 year-old, band-owned lodge, we’d
stopped by smokehouse drying racks that once saw
hundreds of salmon preserved each year per family; a
pit house in which the stored bounty was consumed
over the long, cold winter months; and a sweat lodge
where band members sought purity to speak to spirits.
All of this edging the lake whose steely waters greet
each morning (Quaaout means “when the sun first hits
the land”) and annually deliver sustenance on an October
wind—“breath of the salmon,” according to elders.
“Salmon runs were a time of plenty in a place where
food gathering was hard. If fire wrecked a plant
harvest, or there weren’t many animals around, you
could still count on the salmon,” she’d noted. And the
salmon meant more than just food: the accompanying
weir-building, netting, and spearing offered comingof-age opportunities for young men and a chance to
affirm connections between seasonal and annual food
abundance. “The life cycle of a salmon was a reflection
of our life cycle as well.”

And while sockeye have faced plenty of the usual
hubristic folly since Europeans arrived—overfishing,
mismanagement, logging, dams, and a blast-induced
rockslide at the already perilous Hell’s Gate rapid on
the Fraser River that almost put an end to the Adams
River runs—they’ve rebounded enough that dominant
years of 2010 and 2014 in their four-year cycle
(subsequent years are termed sub-dominant, shadow one,
and shadow two, respectively) have offered the kind of
spectacle hoped for by the folks who organize the Adams
River’s long-running Salute to the Sockeye festival.

At first impression, Salute to the Sockeye presents
a carnival atmosphere—hard to avoid when a quarter
million people make pilgrimage to view anything over
the course of only a few weeks. Luckily, the concessions
set up to entertain and feed crowds that peak just as
the fish do recede quickly as you leave the main parking
area of Roderick Haig-Brown Provincial Park and head
toward the river down leaf-paved trails. Whether you
catch the final drama of a sockeye’s 500-kilometre, 18
– 20 day journey from the Pacific on the main viewing
platform, or under towering cottonwoods from one of
several water’s edge vistas, you’re instantly delivered an

No one else was around but we weren’t
the only ones watching: ospreys and
eagles wheeled in the crisp morning air
awaiting their chance for a meal, and
later bears, marten, and other animals
would appear to reap the harvest.

The Adams River sockeye run appears healthy again, but with ever-increasing pressures on it, how long will that last? JORDAN MANLEY PHOTO.

acute awareness of the connection between how we
live and its effect on the natural world. The circularity
of the salmon’s story of struggle, survival, perseverance
and destiny can’t help but resonate with us—the very
cycle to which Callihoe referred.
The park, whose land was originally acquired by the
Nature Trust of British Columbia, is centered on an
area with both significant numbers of sockeye and
easy access. Given the crowds, potential environmental
impact is mitigated by the presence of representatives
from BC Parks, Department of Fisheries and Oceans,
First Nations, and the Adams River Salmon Society.
Executive Event Coordinator for the latter, Jeremy
Heighton, both heads the festival and personally
delivers interpretive science on everything from
morphology (the rhyme and reason behind colour,
jaw and other body transformations), to mating (the
complexities involved in pairing off), nesting (how
eggs and sperm are released and forced by current
into the cobble of a nest finned out by the female),
and the disposition of spent fish (he loves opening
rotting salmon carcasses to offer kids an impromptu
anatomy lesson).

After visiting the main viewing sites early on a weekday
to avoid the crowds that grow later in the day and on
weekends, we’d hiked a kilometre through bottomland forest to Shuswap Lake. Here we found a beach
punctuated by the ghostly forms of salmon and the
myriad birds that feed off them. It’s also where we’d
hopped in the canoe with Frank, skirting the mouth
of the Adams where gulping salmon schooled before
their final upstream run, to paddle into Little River.
That’s where it was clear that although you could read
about a salmon run, be told about it, maybe even
watch it on film, nothing has the impact of witnessing
it firsthand. Where the fundamental beauty of this
life-and-death dance stirs anger over our industrialized
disregard for its distant origins in the Pacific, seen in
everything from the Harper government’s tacit dismissal
of recommendations by the Cohen Commission to
B.C.’s granting of yet more fish-farm licenses along
the coast. How is it we so easily put such a globally
important phenomenon at peril?

What we saw on Little River was stunning, but
the highlight came next morning as we hiked rocky
trails along the Adams River Canyon, far-removed
from the festival site. From numerous overlooks we
could see salmon spawning along curving gravel beds
and resting in teal pools as they prepared to fight up
through the gorge. No one else was around but we
weren’t the only ones watching: ospreys and eagles
wheeled in the crisp morning air awaiting their chance
for a meal, and later bears, marten, and other animals
would appear to reap the harvest. Carcasses dragged
away and the resultant feces and urine of their
consumers all serve to fertilize the forest and nearby
lakes: ocean-specific isotopes carried upstream by
salmon have been found incorporated into the cells
of trees up to 500 metres from the river.
And that may be the most amazing take-away from
witnessing a dominant Adams River run, a chance
to understand the prescient but often forgotten B.C.
adage: As go the salmon, so go the forests. What the
salmon do in the river is life and death; what they
leave for the terrestrial and freshwater ecosystems we
all depend on is an echo of everything in between.
—Leslie Anthony
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Four by Two
A TETRAD OF SELF-PROPELLED STAY AND PLAY

ALGONQUIN ECO-LODGE
Winner of a 2012 Ontario Tourism Award for sustainable tourism, this small, friendly lodge with dedicated
microhydro sits on the southern border of venerable Algonquin Provincial Park. Summer and fall activities for
wilderness enthusiasts are obvious in this hiking and paddling paradise, but there’s also plenty to do and see in
winter—wildlife included. One of the largest single trail systems in Southern Ontario includes over 40 km of
groomed trackset and wilderness trails for cross-country skiing, dog-sledding, and snowshoeing. A perfect base
from which to experience the brumal charms of Algonquin Park and its eastern Canadian sub-boreal forest.
// algonquinecolodge.com

SKOKI LODGE
A leisurely but stunning 3-hour ski tour from Alberta’s Lake Louise ski resort, historic Skoki Lodge radiates
the kind of authenticity that inspires both exploration and homage. Buried in a valley beneath majestic peaks,
arriving at the snow-covered log structure—the first facility built specifically to cater to ski-tourists in North
America—feels like going back in time, the interior virtually unchanged from the day it opened in 1931:
wooden skis and snowshoes adorn a large stone fireplace and the aromas of fresh bread and soup stir the air.
Accommodating up to 22, Skoki is a region-defining must-visit for backcountry aficionados. // skoki.com
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ARCTIC WATCH WILDERNESS LODGE
This out-there Nunavut resort, located 800 km north of the Arctic Circle on Somerset Island, has isolation,
uniqueness and hospitality going for it. A world-class beluga whale observation and research site, this
brainchild of famed polar explorer Richard Weber also offers hiking, kayaking, and guided Arctic safaris with
muskox, polar bears and more—a wildlife photography mother lode. You don’t have to be an explorer to
experience the vast and incredibly beautiful Arctic tundra, but it just might turn you into one. Furthermore,
guests feast on the same fresh, chef-prepared five-star cuisine you’ll find in the best urban restaurants.
// arcticwatch.ca

LAKE O’HARA LODGE
Eleven kilometres from the nearest road and completely off the grid doesn’t necessarily mean the end of
civilization. This revered backcountry hiking and skiing lodge in British Columbia’s Yoho National Park has
been showcasing the heart of the Canadian Rockies to solitude seekers since 1926. Lakeside cabins with
claw-foot bathtubs, goose-down comforters and food as over the top as the scenery greet hikers after a day
spent trekking around alpine lakes, through meadows, and beneath spectacular peaks. In autumn, the area’s
golden larch forests are the stuff of painters’ and photographers’ dreams. // lakeohara.com
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OutSpoken

A ROUNDUP OF MOUNTAIN MEDIA

OLD BOOK: Kon-Tiki, by Thor Heyerdahl
Few classics captured the public imagination as well as Norwegian explorer-anthropologist Thor
Heyerdahl’s daring (reckless and wrong-minded, according to some) post-war attempt to prove that the
South Pacific could have been settled from South America. Lashing nine enormous balsa logs under
a square sail, sheltering in a bamboo cabin roofed in banana leaves, Heyerdahl and five companions
spent 101 days sailing from Peru to Polynesia in 1947. Crazy and heroic in equal measure, this uplifting
account of a dream singularly pursued can only be read with jaw unhinged. Each page drips with the
travails of fighting the vast, open Pacific, accompanied by its mythical denizens: squid and giant sharks
thrash literally underfoot; fish fly into the crew’s faces daily; and they have but to dip a toothbrush in
the ocean to have something bite it. Whether due to a change in writing style, or that Kon-Tiki was the
pioneering voyage—and work—of Heyerdahl’s sea-quest canon, readers are affected in ways that his
other entries (e.g., The Ra Expeditions, Aku Aku) don’t achieve. // bit.ly/1JIoHcX

How did Salomon Freeski TV start
and what has its impact been?

ANTHONY BONELLO PHOTO.

THREE QUESTIONS: MIKE DOUGLAS
Campbell River, B.C., native Mike Douglas’s impact on alpine skiing is the stuff of
legends. Arriving in Whistler as a young ski bum in 1988, when racers and mountaineers
dominated the scene, Douglas gravitated to mogul skiing, where he excelled as a
competitor and, eventually, coach. He sidestepped the dead-end of regulated FIS
freestyle by helping to create a groundbreaking twin-tip ski that allowed him and his
“New Canadian Air Force” posse (JP Auclair, JF Cusson, Vinnie Dorion, and Shane
Szocs) to launch an international freeskiing revolution. Though already an elder
statesman as the resulting park-and-pipe scene exploded, he was far from done. With
the Coast Range as a backdrop, Douglas re-invented himself as a big-mountain skier
and perennial film star. Then, before wear-and-tear or age could ground him he leapt
again—to the other side of the lens with his genre-defining Salomon Freeski TV
web series. Soaring as quickly up filmmaking’s learning curve as he had every other,
Douglas’s production company, Switchback Entertainment, was soon producing
award-winning shorts. His feature-film directorial debut with Snowman—a tale of
snow-obsession and its trials—brought his greatest challenges yet, lessons the 46
year-old father of two has undoubtedly banked to leverage his next creative move.
// switchbackentertainment.com
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I was already involved in creative
film-editing and saw an opportunity to
tap into something that wasn’t being
done yet. Back then ski movies still
relied on the ski-porn formula and there
was little web content. YouTube was
only born in 2005 and SFTV launched
in 2007. Now we’re into season nine—
the longest I’ve ever done anything.
Over the years we’ve evolved it in many
directions; compared to earlier stuff
we’re on a completely different level
now in terms of production, quality
and storytelling. Ultimately, I think we
showed that ski stories could be told
along a broad spectrum and still be
interesting.

Your short films are something
unheard of in the ski world—intimate
portraits. What drew you to that and
how did you deal with the recent
death of one of your subjects?
Short films weren’t on my radar. But I
was invited to submit to the Mountainfilm festival in Telluride, and went to
check it out. It opened up a world of
inspiration. Our first film, The Freedom
Chair, won 15 awards, but a strong character like [paraskier] Josh Dueck makes
storytelling easy. The next, Tempting Fear,
was different—a snapshot into the mind

of Andreas Fransson through his
journals—a story that didn’t present itself right away. But getting into his head
put me at peace with what he was doing.
When Andreas died [see Ellipse, p. 20]
I thought of his quotes in the film.

Your first feature-length film, Snowman,
is also a portrait. How different was
that project?
Very. I realized what I’d bitten off a
year into it. I’d given myself two weeks
to assemble the first parts of the film,
but was in the edit suite only three days
before realizing how underprepared I
was to take on something of that scale.
There were so many holes in script
development, quality footage, proper
sound recording, etc.. I saw it wasn’t
going to be like previous films where
things happened quickly, that it required
an entirely different level of commitment to bring to life. It was basically like
going to film school for two years. And
I’m still in it—dealing with the legalities
of releasing a film.

THREE QUESTIONS: BRUCE KIRKBY
The digital quilt of eclectic accomplishments on brucekirkby.com alone should convince you: this guy must spend as
much time thinking up travel and expedition ideas as he does planning and executing, making for an envious fulltime occupation. Indeed the widely recognized wilderness guide and award-winning writer/photographer’s prolific
adventuring includes a 1,200-km camel crossing of Arabia’s Great Southern Desert (subject of his excellent 2000
book, Sand Dance), a descent of Ethiopia’s Blue Nile Gorge by raft, a coast-to-coast Icelandic trek, and numerous
other circuits marrying various means of land/water self-propulsion. Still, it’s hard to imagine any of this preparing
one for crossing the Pacific, sailing the Ganges, or trekking the Himalaya with small children in tow—Kirkby’s
latest enterprise and subject of the Travel Channel’s nine-episode Big Crazy Family Adventure. The show follows
Kirkby, wife Christine Pitkanen, and boys Bodi and Taj on a 21,000-kilometre journey from their Kimberley, B.C.
home to a remote Tibetan monastery. Employing only surface travel in order to fully experience the life-changing
and serendipitous moments such exploring delivers, viewers embrace the idea of intrepid kids following their
parents to the literal ends of the Earth. As for paterfamilias Bruce, his passion for the outdoors shines through as
enthusiasm genuine enough to usurp Clark Griswold as patron saint of family travel. // bit.ly/1FMoOxT
You’ve come up with a lot of travel ideas—what
was the genesis of this one?
The idea evolved on two fronts. First, after our second,
Taj, was born, we did an 80-day horse-supported
trip across the Republic of Georgia while he was still
breastfeeding and his brother was four. It convinced
us you can’t replicate that kind of one-on-one time;
at home things always get in the way. The wilderness
is my church but travelling in the Himalaya I’d always
enjoyed being around Buddhism, and remained curious
about it. Christine as well, so we thought it might be
interesting to spend some time in a Buddhist monastery…
with the kids. The second part—surface travel—
entered the picture because there was something
romantic about it.

And the resulting television series?
Having worked in TV, I don’t always put stock in
producers. But this one young Australian I was in
contact with loved the idea, and one day called to
say we had a green light. My first thought was if you
don’t have a crew that’s part of the story it’ll feel like

something’s being faked, so I suggested one or two
embedded filmers. But the network had a different
idea: helicopters and a crew of 16—ha! Over the
course of the trip we probably had 85 different people
with us. But it didn’t diminish the experience, only
changed it. The kids developed meaningful relationships
and still Skype with some of the crew.

Without giving too much away, highlights and
lowlights? Lessons for the rest of us?
The monastery experience is a highlight. A low was
our boat trip down the Ganges to Varanasi. It was
described as “luxurious,” but, well… at 9:30 p.m. we
were still on the water, the kids were hungry, and a
mayfly hatch had coated our faces with insects. Then
we all had to sleep on a sliver of a board in a fixed-up,
gasoline-soaked bilge. A lesson is how adults develop
such a need to know: ‘Where’s the hotel, how good is
it?’ But when you walk out the door with kids they just
kind of go with the flow: ‘Oh look—here’s a mattress
to jump on.’ The thing that sticks out most in photos is
how much our boys are smiling.
BRUCE KIRKBY PHOTOS.

NEW BOOK: The Calling: A Life Rocked by Mountains, by Barry Blanchard
The reasonably sycophant-free climbing world’s heralding The Calling as “most anticipated book
of 2014” may have seemed odd, but the biography from Canmore, Alberta-based Barry “Bubba”
Blanchard had little trouble fitting the bill. Noted for pushing the standards of highly technical, high-risk
alpine climbing in the 1980s, the respected writer and guide employs free-wheeling style, heart-pounding
description, and razor-sharp recollection to chronicle his ascent from poor Prairie kid on the wrong
side of the tracks to one of the world’s most accomplished alpinists. Early climbs that are accomplished
with little but teenage cojones morph to calculated ambition, a climbing sojourn in Chamonix, and the
BARRY BLANCHARD PHOTO.
inevitable halting steps into more isolated ranges with a cast of notable partners. Each expedition delivers
the kind of lessons only nature and extreme endeavor can teach, ultimately capturing the power of mountains to lift us—physically,
emotionally, intellectually, and spiritually. As a portrait of climbing culture in the days of punk rock, the rhythms of adrenaline and
youthful arrogance that run throughout make the book’s accompanying playlist entirely appropriate. // bit.ly/1FbFai5
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Innovate
BEDROCK: THE GLOBAL GEOPARK MOVEMENT’S ETHOS OF SUSTAINABLE
TOURISM IS SOMETHING CANADA SHOULD BUILD ON.

The rocks around Saint John tell many stories. A
billion years worth, according to the tagline of Stonehammer
Geopark, conceptual aegis for a 2,500 km2 swath of
southern New Brunswick that gathers in geological
features as diverse as Precambrian stromatolites, Cambrian
lava flows, Ordovician trilobites, Carboniferous sea
caves, Triassic flower-pots, the fault along which Africa
and South America parted ways, and a beach where
Pleistocene glaciers played ice volleyball with the
Atlantic Ocean some 15,000 years ago. Add in the
world’s highest tides along the Bay of Fundy and the
Saint John River’s infamous reversing falls and it’s a
veritable earth-science party.
This litany of geosites is rivaled only by the ways in
which one might experience them: hiking, biking,
kayaking, rock-climbing and zip-lining—not to
mention plumbing the cultural and historical milieus
of each site in local industrial facilities, museums,
galleries, and markets. And while the former delivers
on the geological wow-factor and outdoor experience,
the latter forms the heart of the geopark concept:
landscapes and geomorphology dictate where humans
settle and how; they dictate the resources extracted and
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the energy used; they dictate the food that’s available
and how it’s gathered, cultivated and consumed; they
even dictate the art and architecture generated. In other
words, it is the rocks beneath our feet that are responsible
for the convergences of lands and labour upon which a
community turns.
Defined by the United Nations Educational, Scientific
and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) as a unified area
with geological heritage of international significance, a geopark
leverages that heritage to promote awareness of key issues
facing society. By referencing planetary dynamics, a
geopark can highlight geological threats as a way to
aid communities in preparing mitigation (if Italy’s Mt.
Vesuvius were in a geopark, for example, Pompeii may
have had an evacuation strategy). Likewise a geopark’s
paleontological novelties may include records of past
climate change that can inform on present trends,
reinforcing the need for sustainable use of natural
resources while promoting ecological and landscape
integrity. By putting a piece of the Earth into context
for the multiple stakeholders who live there, geoparks
suggest a pride-of-place model for ecotourism at the
regional level. Just what a planetary doctor might order.

The geopark movement began in 2000 with four
areas in Europe. In 2004, with ad hoc support from
UNESCO, European and Chinese geopark groups
merged to form the Global Geopark Network (GGN),
blossoming in only a decade to 100 parks spanning 30
countries, mostly in Europe and the Asia-Pacific, with
hundreds more vying for approval. Not all will receive
it, and not all that do will maintain it. “Ironically,
geoparks don’t stand still. There’s a regular validation
process,” notes Patrick McKeever, Secretary of the
International Geoscience Program for UNESCO. “If
we don’t see the community involved, working hard,
and benefitting from a geopark, it tells us it’s not
functioning, and that could lead to de-listing.”
Stonehammer became the GGN’s first North American
member in 2010. With so many geological epochs
represented, a landscape shaped by glacier and sea, a
celebrated history of geological exploration, with
industry and tourism threading it all, Stonehammer was
also a fitting host for the 6th International UNESCO
Conference on Geoparks in September, 2014, where
almost 500 delegates gathered to compare notes on
the current network and watch often impassioned

LEFT Hikers enjoy about a third of Stonehammer Geopark’s billion years worth of stories in sea-caves eroded into Carboniferous sandstone. ABOVE Paleontolgist Rich McCrea scours a fossil bonanza that includes
dinosaur footprints along a creek in Tumbler Ridge, B.C. LESLIE ANTHONY PHOTOS.

presentations of aspiring geoparks from around the
globe.
“The ability to link a lot of things on the landscape
with a community and its culture, heritage and economy
is a big idea,” says Dr. Godfrey Nowlan, Chair of the
Canadian National Committee for Geoparks. “Areas
that need social and economic development can benefit
hugely. China has successfully used geoparks to develop its
more remote areas and engage local cultural communities.”
Among the aspirants in Saint John was one remote
Canadian area whose ascent seemed especially tectonic:
Tumbler Ridge, British Columbia, which began its
application less than two years prior (other such groups
can labour on for a decade), was up for one of the
handful of new geoparks designated at each conference.
Nowlan, whose job it is to shepherd Canada’s proposals,
had been bullish on its chances. “What they have there
is phenomenal,” he notes. “Few other places in Canada
are as paleontologically rich and geologically diverse in
such a small area.”
With its Rocky Mountain landscape, multitudinous
waterfalls, abundant dinosaur trackways, diversity of

other fossils, celebrated Peace Region Paleontological
Research Centre, outreach educators and interpreters,
network of trails, litany of outdoor activities, and a
nascent wind-turbine industry buffering its boom-andbust coal-mining heritage, Tumbler was a veritable poster
child of the movement’s credo of globally significant
geology, sustainable tourism potential, stakeholder
cooperation, and innovation—i.e., geopark gold.
Still, it was far from a shoe-in. Most current geoparks
represent landscapes that have been explored for centuries,
while Tumbler remains very much a frontier.
“We’re still exploring,” notes Dr. Charles Helm, a family
physician, hiker, and fossil-finder who engineered
and spearheaded the Tumbler proposal. “So our
application was strengthened by things we discovered
after the UNESCO assessors visited—new caves, new
dinosaur trackways, one of the largest clams in the
world, lobsters from the Triassic.”
He needn’t have worried. Tumbler Ridge became
North America’s second geopark, joining Africa’s
first such designation in helping the network live up
to the lofty adjective of global. Moreover, it brought

Tumbler much-needed political attention./
While geoparks are ad hoc designations, it’s hoped key
sites within them are ultimately protected under local,
regional or national legislation. Stonehammer’s creation
was instrumental in New Brunswick instituting
geodiversity protection laws, and Tumbler’s efforts
similarly galvanized the typically foot-dragging B.C.
government. “Regardless of outcome, the application
process alone raised our profile enough to boost tourism—and bring pending legislative protection for B.C.’s
fossils. Even being an aspiring geopark justifies itself,”
says Helm, whose team was ecstatic at the decision.
“Community exhilaration when a park is chosen is
beyond anything else I’ve observed,” says Nowlan, who
was also celebrating. “[This country has] huge potential
given our geodiversity. There’s a dozen or so aspiring
geoparks in Canada, most in very early stages.”
Which basically means this: a few billion more years of
stories in the works.
—Leslie Anthony
stonehammergeopark.com // trmf.ca/geopark.html
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Haute Terre
OUTDOOR ART AND ARTIFICE

EXHIBIT

PAINTED LAND: IN SEARCH OF THE GROUP
OF SEVEN

May 23 – Sept. 6, 2015, Mia Feuer,
Esker Foundation, Calgary, Alberta

Feature and TV-length film, 2015,

Better-known in the U.S. than her home country,
Winnipeg-raised Mia Feuer is interested in the
post-natural landscape, where human interactions
have visibly altered the land and thus, our relationship
to it. Her “loud, brash and unforgettable” pieces are
compassionate attempts to link our intense material
dependency with the accelerated environmental impact
it creates, weaving in the experience of her travels to
highlight the connectedness of such places. Whether
representing unprecedented habitat loss, a changing
climate, or toxic environments like the Alberta tar
sands, the resulting installations are “dense, massive,
and frighteningly bleak prophecies.” Though Feuer’s
ambitious work calls attention to our damaging ways,
it also locates beauty and hope amidst the chaos. //
bit.ly/1BEHxPp

White Pine Pictures
Given the oeuvre’s terra-defining nature and representations that cut to the heart of the landscapes that shape
us, there is no art in Canada more hallowed than that
of the Group of Seven. For this reason alone, a new
documentary developed in association with TV Ontario is bound to resonate with many. The film follows art
historian Michael Burtch, former director of the Art
Gallery of Algoma, and famed author-photographer
canoeists Joanie and Gary McGuffin as they spend six
years locating some 300 Northern Ontario sites where
Lawren Harris, A.Y. Jackson and others members of
the famed cabal painted between 1918 and 1928. The
film looks to deliver audiences the same time-machine
thrill experienced by its makers: standing where the
artists themselves stood almost a century ago, gazing at
the same scene. // http://bit.ly/1fGUiiB

SCOTT TRIMBLE/GREENPEACE PHOTO.

#SHELLNO PROTEST
Paddlesport climate activism, 17 May 2015,
Seattle, Washington
When oil giant Shell anchored the massive drilling
rig Polar Pioneer in the port of Seattle this past
spring over the objections of the mayor, city
council, and a wide range of citizens, activists
rallied some 500 kayaks, canoes and paddleboards
to protest the company’s plan to use the port as
a staging ground for its oil-drilling operations in
the Arctic—creating a colourful flotilla on Puget
Sound in the process.
GARY MCGUFFIN/THEMCGUFFINS.CA PHOTO.

THE SCOTT EXPEDITION: A GREAT ADVENTURE Web film and musical score, 2014, Temujin Doran
After a decade of preparation, British adventurers Ben
Saunders and Tarka L’Herpiniere set out in October 2013
to be first to complete Captain Robert Falcon Scott’s iconic
3,178-km Terra Nova route from the coast of Antarctica
to the South Pole and back. After 105 self-supported days
pushing the outer limits of physical and mental endurance
they succeeded, recording the longest polar man-haul in
history. That a 5-minute film can portray such an epic
without a single word of narration and minimal description
qualifies it as outdoor art. // vimeo.com/87406935
Mesh, Mia Feuer 2015. JOHN DEAN PHOTO.
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After an intensive two-year public awareness campaign
spearheaded by the AFA, in 2012 the province of B.C.
declared Avatar Grove an Old-Growth Management Area.

Hard to say which is more cruel: clear-cutting the hillside or leaving a lone tree to suffer ecosystem withdrawal for the next century. TJ Watt eyes Big Lonely Doug. DARRYL AUGUSTINE PHOTO.

Saving Giants
They had almost given up hope when they stumbled
across the enormous trees. Activist Ken Wu and
photographer TJ Watt were on a mission in western
Vancouver Island’s Gordon River Valley to document
old-growth, and had thus far found mostly clearcuts.
But closing in on the logging town of Port Renfrew
they discovered a lonely stand of giant red cedar
and Douglas fir not far from the main road. Wu and
Watt—co-founders of the Ancient Forest Alliance
(AFA)— dubbed the area “Avatar Grove,” referencing
the movie Avatar as a way to bring attention to its
unprotected trees. After an intensive two-year public
awareness campaign spearheaded by the AFA, in 2012
the province of B.C. declared the grove an Old-Growth
Management area.
Although Ontario-born, Vancouver-based filmmaker
Darryl Augustine’s widescreen profile Ancient Forest
Alliance focuses on this particular win, it also confronts
the devastating loss of one of the Earth’s greatest
continuous conifer forests, tackling the issue of
countless millennium-old colossi struck down over the
last century, and the threatened survivors.
—Ned Morgan

How did your collaboration with the AFA come about?
On a flight from Vancouver to Berlin I sat beside a group of German tourists who were looking at photos
of big trees on their laptop from a tour they’d done on Vancouver Island. I recognized almost all the trees in
their photos because I’d filmed a small project for AFA in 2011. In that moment it really hit me how important
the work of organizations like AFA is—and how far people were travelling to see these forests. Chatting with
anyone in AFA gives you a sense of their emphasis on positivity and desire to share the beauty of places that are
still possible to save. At the same time, they’re rallying with forestry workers to help promote sustainable logging
practices—good news for B.C. workers in the long run.

How do you view the future of B.C.’s old-growth?
The number of people visiting the groves near Port Renfrew, even in fall when I was filming, is remarkable.
People from all over the world are connecting with these places and momentum is growing. Especially Avatar
Grove: it’s a treat to see people enjoying what was under threat of logging as recently as 2011. That said, the
sober reality is that logging trucks are still carrying big trees out further up the road. We have so many places like
this in B.C.—relatively easy to access, but still have that experience of being out in the wild. It’s similar to people
leaving ski resorts to hit the backcountry; you have to work a bit harder to get there, and you feel a bit more vulnerable, but it helps you appreciate what you’re experiencing—in this case a connection to 1,000-year-old trees.
International tourists come because they realize how rare what we have left actually is. Hopefully the B.C. public
will catch on and force government to protect what’s left.
ancientforestalliance.org //Ancient Forest Alliance film: vimeo.com/114188669
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We woke beside a river of open water that didn’t exist the night before,
and we’d drifted nearly two kilometres backwards through the night.

Is that the other side, or just another side? SCOTT PARENT PHOTO.
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BUCKET LIST
The flip side of climate change allows
an unusual winter crossing on Ontario’s
Georgian Bay.
When Scott Parent and Zane Davies set out on a self-propelled winter crossing of
Georgian Bay on 11 March 2015, the plan was simple: get from one side to the other.
Dragging paddleboards, they’d walk on ice and paddle open water. But the task wouldn’t be
easy. Known as the sixth Great Lake, Georgian Bay is technically part of Lake Huron and, at
15,000 km2, nearly as large as Lake Ontario. The route went west-to-east from Cape Croker
on the Bruce Peninsula to 12 Mile Bay—83 kilometres across constantly shifting terrain.
While satellite imagery provided helpful clues to conditions, even the most minor changes in
wind direction and speed could shift the ice and create new channels of open water running
into the unknown.
The idea was no whim. Parent had crossed the Bay solo by paddleboard in the summer of
2011. The first—and so far only—person to do this, he spent 18 hours at it before finally
reaching the remote Western Islands in the dark. That was where the idea of a winter crossing
first occurred to him. “With the planet warming up, I wondered how often the Great Lakes
would freeze over like they used to,” he recalls. “And I thought if good conditions ever did
form again, it might be a once-in-a-lifetime chance to make a winter crossing. That propelled
me to be ready.”
He watched the ice in 2014, but the Bay didn’t fully freeze. Last winter offered the best
chance Parent had ever seen—Ontario’s coldest in 75 years. While winter 2015 was actually
the warmest ever recorded, setting record high temperatures globally, eastern North America
was consistently frigid. Research suggests that rising ocean temperatures and melting Arctic
ice are releasing warm air, weakening the northern jet stream, causing it to sag further south
and pull down the cold air of a destabilized polar vortex. Two hours south of Cape Croker,
generally warmer Toronto experienced its coldest February since 1875, averaging -12.6˚C
and never rising above 0˚C. By early March the Great Lakes Environmental Research Laboratory
claimed the Bay was nine-tenths fast. Meaning the ice was nearly solid. But not quite. And
that variation of open water and ice presented the real challenge.
Weeks were spent preparing: paddleboards were destroyed, cameras smashed, and drysuits
filled with frigid water. Paddleboards were modified for dragging by epoxying Krazy Karpets
to their bottoms, and they carried ice axes, ropes, sleeping bags and supplies for up to three
nights on the ice.
Their entry at Cape Croker required navigating a kilometre-wide section of open water.
Here, thin nilas (an icy crust up to 10 cm thick that can bend without breaking on waves
and swells), ranges of stacked knolls, and broken floe ice slowed their progress. Once on the
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ABOVE A thin ice bleed points the way off the horn of Cape Croker. ABOVE RIGHT Pressure ridges stretched across the heart of the Bay. RIGHT Zane Davies crosses a small
lead that opened beside the first night’s campsite. SCOTT PARENT PHOTOS.
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eastern side of the open water, they traversed thicker floes thrown up in hummock plains. Parent had
been looking forward to capturing the preternatural heart of the inland winter sea in photos, and it
didn’t disappoint.
That first night found them sleeping near the centre of the traverse. “During the night, something
remarkable—though not fully unexpected—happened,” recalls Parent. “The ice pack split in half.
We woke beside a river of open water that didn’t exist the night before. And we’d drifted nearly two
kilometres backwards through the night.”
Another full day was spent navigating varying terrain before reaching Double Top on the Western
Islands chain—the same spot Parent first reached land on his 2011 summer crossing, and again in the
dark. As fortune would have it, the island’s lighthouse door had been forced open, allowing them to
spend the night indoors. When they awoke, all the ice they’d travelled the night before was gone.
The remainder of the journey to 12 Mile Bay was on fast ice, and they arrived at Moose Deer Point as
the sun went down. The traverse had taken three days. And Parent has given his reasons for doing it
some thought.
“At the zenith of a serious winter, open water crystallizes into navigable terrain,” he says. “it’s an
ever-changing landscape I like to call aqua firma. Exploring out there is spectacular. We know the
indigenous Anishinabek and Wyandot people have stories of winter ice crossings on the Bay—to
Christian Island, for instance, or over Fathom Straight to Manitoulin Island—but there would never
have been a practical reason to tackle the main belly of the Bay as we did. So although we may have been
first to pull that off, it’s a salute to the peoples that once had to use other parts of the ice to travel on.”
—Colin Field
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It’s waking up before dawn to catch first chair. It’s packing an extra
facemask when the windchill won’t relent. It’s hiking the pipe for one last
hit before the park closes. It’s taking the first sip of a well-deserved après.
It’s life as a Winter Warrior, and we wouldn’t have it any other way.

BlueMountain.ca

877-445-0231

Rider: Andrew Skelhorn // Photo: Richard Roth
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Transcend to extraordinary in the Chugach Mountains surrounding Valdez, Alaska
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DISCOVER
THE BACKLAND

EPIC MOVEMENT FOR CLIMBING. SUPERIOR CONTROL
FOR SKIING. SERIOUS COMFORT FOR BOTH.

BACKLAND WITH MEMORY FIT
THE NEW TOURING BOOT BY ATOMIC

ATOMIC.COM

for a Future North
A Canadian photographer’s meditation on the perils
and stewardship opportunities presented by one of the
planet’s emptiest wilderness canvases
words and photography :: Jason van Bruggen
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or several years I have made regular trips to Canada’s north, spending months at a time above the 60th
parallel—the invisible border where the land changes from boreal forest to barren tundra. Professionally
and personally, my immersion in the north of my own country has profoundly influenced choices I’ve made

in ways that living other places has not: I loved Africa’s wild and unpredictable spaces; I admired Europe’s efficiency
and unique social intelligence; but no other geographic experience has meant as much to me as the staggering
privilege of accessing unlimited and untamed backcountry.
What happens to me when I’m there has caused me to look at our northern wilderness in a more philosophical and
meaningful way. Canada’s north is one of the few destinations where we can re-immerse ourselves in a wilderness
virtually devoid of scars left by humans and be left to discover, explore, and restore our once natural selves.
As we move from an age of abundance to one of scarcity, increasing pressure is placed on northern communities,
their resources and traditions. The North represents the vast abundance that this country is famous for—trees,
minerals, wildlife, clean water—an abundance that fueled our almost unconscious economic development as a nation
and shaped the way that we value and define ourselves. To Canadians, the north has always been our normal.
But normal is changing quickly. For previous generations, normal was a vast wilderness, unknown and boundless,
punctuated by occasional frenzied migrations. In my generation, normal shifted. It became a set of precious and
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For previous generations, normal was a vast
wilderness, unknown and boundless, punctuated
by occasional frenzied migrations.

PREVIOUS SPREAD Smoke from nearby forest fires softens a 3 a.m. sunset on the east side of the Mackenzie River, NWT. THIS PAGE Fabian Byrd hangs the day’s haul of Lake Trout in a traditional smoker
at Drum Lake, the lodge he runs with his wife. NEXT SPREAD (Clockwise from upper left): An abandoned shack on the Canol Trail, Canada’s most hardcore hike; a lone Caribou strikes a pose on Canada’s
northernmost mainland river, the Horton; sled dogs strain at their ties in Deline, NWT.
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With its delicate balance between cruelty
and wonder, the integrity and wildness of
the North is part of Canadians’ DNA.
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suddenly finite commodities, as money and people flooded the backcountry. Now it’s normal to encounter
vast clear-cuts just beyond the treed edge of highways. We hike and bike alongside busy thoroughfares;
make use of so-called urban wilderness; go fishing and catch nothing. In the span of my lifetime, the
out-of-sight-out-of-mind strategy has normalized a disturbed landscape and alienated us from our own
impacts and interaction with it. Consequently, the formerly idealized narrative around our birthright
wilderness experience has changed. The ‘normal’ that my father immigrated to this country to discover
and understand—stories of which fascinated me as a child—is no longer.
Yet in spite of all this, in the north, true wilderness still exists.

Last year, I started out in Yellowknife. Record numbers and acreage of forest fires burned throughout
the Northwest Territories, turning the sun into a red ball on the horizon. The city was engulfed in a
post-apocalyptic yellow haze and the air smelled like a massive incinerator. Around the outskirts,
major highways were closing and lodges and communities were being abandoned. A city was being
held hostage by nature. In itself, such blatant evidence of climate change affecting urban centres isn’t
news—witness the 2013 floods in Toronto and Calgary. Yet in the north, the full brunt of nature’s force
is constant, an undercurrent against which human agency remains puny.
Flying over the Mackenzie River in a small plane to reach the remote community of Norman Wells, my
staging area for six weeks, the waterway dominated the landscape. Looking innocuous and sluggish
from above, in reality it’s deceptively lethal. Often referred to as a “cold Amazon,” these yellowish braids
of powerful, fiercely cold water took the life of a young man on my first night there, reminding me how
precarious life is and how quickly things can change in a place that does not give second chances.
Such brutish austerity is exactly what compels many to journey here. For Canadians, visiting the north
is also about connecting with our collective heritage and turning back the clock. In a visceral, experiential
way we remind ourselves of the hardships that indigenous and early European pioneers faced on a daily
basis. Making important choices based on weather and imminent risk is a requirement of travelling
through this landscape. Few who spend time in this part of the world fail to feel how much sharper the
razor’s edge is between survival and peril. In a landscape this remote and unforgiving, we are inevitably
forced to question assurances around the modern conveniences we take for granted: food, shelter,
transport. We are also reminded of a more fraught and historic definition of normal—one with little
hope of intervention, but the great promise of exploration.
Paddling the Horton River north to Franklin Bay on the Arctic Ocean was the first leg of my expedition.
Aside from the humans I paddled with, I didn’t see another for over two weeks. Not surprising on an
Arctic River. In fact, as one of only two or three groups on the river in the summer of 2014, no more
than 30 people would see that landscape. Odds were that any time I stepped from my boat and went
for a hike I was the first to set foot on that particular bit of terrain. A remarkable thing in this day
and age; something one might expect of an unexplored ocean floor, not a terrestrial landscape in a
developed country.
As the northern territories remain sparsely settled, many potential and active industrial developments
proceed virtually free of public scrutiny. Remoteness, which for centuries offered a degree of protection,
is now a key factor in an emerging pattern of rapid development. The Scotland-sized Peel River watershed,
currently undeveloped and home to abundant wildlife and some of Canada’s most iconic paddling
rivers, also harbours upwards of 8,000 individual mineral claims—including the Yukon’s largest coal
deposit in the basin of the Bonnet Plume River, and an almost fabled iron strike along the Snake River.
If any significant mineral deposit is mined, it could start a cascade of development. Currently there
exists very little regulatory structure to prevent this from happening. Canadians should acknowledge
that the debate around defining responsible future utilization of this wilderness is elevating in urgency.
We should be asking important questions about what we want our new normal to become.

THIS PAGE Well past midnight, Dan and Glenn Stevens of Mackenzie Mountain Outfitters climb the day’s last ridge looking for a spot to
hunker down for the night. NEXT SPREAD (Clockwise from left): Cedar Jasiuk and Walter Brennan scout a line on the Horton River, NWT;
outfitter and hunting guide Harold Grinde, Gana River, NWT; cleaning a few fresh lakers for dinner.
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This vulnerable, powerful, raw landscape has
boundless potential for outdoor recreation.
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As the north remains sparsely settled,
many industrial developments proceed
virtually free of public scrutiny.

REQU

THIS PAGE Only in the north is flying over vast tracts of unnamed mountains, streams and other wilderness features a reality. Mackenzie Range, NWT. NEXT PAGE A North-Wright Airways’ pilot takes off after
dropping a group at another impossibly secluded and beautiful location.
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For many Northerners, hunting wild game is a way of life and has been for

In contrast to the solid abundance that moves over it, the permafrost

over ten thousand years. By hunting and harvesting caribou, moose, or Dall

landscape often crumbles underfoot. I was amazed by the limestone and

sheep, indigenous groups retain tradition and culture that can also cut a

colourful, sulfur-rich lignite deposits in the upper reaches of the Western

family’s grocery bill in half. These days, pressure on game populations is

Arctic, so friable that they can’t support extended use by large groups. Game

amplified by trophy hunters from around the world who pay huge tag fees

trails, usually barely visible on the tundra, form pronounced troughs through

for the chance to mount antlers on their walls, a welcome source of local

this fragile landscape.

income. Coincidentally, the large racks hunters seek tend to belong to the
eldest males in a herd—animals typically past reproductive prime and nearing
the end of their lives; many will starve over the course of a long winter.
With their own longevity in mind, outfitters are now focusing clients on
those particular animals to give them what they came for, effectively culling
their managed herds. By doing so they have created a model for long-term
species conservation that appears to be working; game populations are
allegedly stable in the hunting concessions I visited (although not in all
parts of NWT). Individuals or families manage 99-year renewable leases of
prime hunting territory each the size of a small country, striking a tenuous
balance between profitability and stewardship. Increasingly, efforts are made
to harvest nearly all parts of an animal, feeding staff and guests at game
lodges and sharing parts of the kill(s) with nearby communities.
The so-called Barren Lands are, in fact, an Arctic Serengeti—a wildlife refuge
of global significance. In a southerly creek near Drum Lake in the Mackenzie
Mountains, Arctic grayling, numbering into the hundreds, turned the water
into a liquid swirl of blue and silver. I walked amidst the flow just to feel
the brush of fish against my legs, a solid embodiment of water-borne
determination. The abundance of wildlife we encountered—moose, caribou,
wolves, grizzly, musk ox—was surpassed only by what we missed by a matter
of days: tens of thousands of caribou on their annual migration through the
Horton watershed.

With its delicate balance between cruelty and wonder, the integrity and wildness
of the North, one of the last frontiers on the planet, is part of our DNA as
Canadians. We have the opportunity to author an outcome that works for
our best long-term interests. Faced with increased pressure from mining and
resource development, this vulnerable, powerful, raw landscape has boundless potential for remote hiking, backcountry camping, mountaineering and
wildlife viewing. Can we strike a balance between extraction, recreation and
conservation? Can a nickel mine comfortably co-exist with a world-class
wilderness canoe route?
My hope is that normal in the North doesn’t change too much or too quickly.
Moreover, that a multi-generational perspective is applied to the important
decisions about how we view and develop an emerging vision of the region.
Very few places in the world have this same opportunity. The North is one of
the greatest and emptiest canvases on the planet. As Canadians, the opportunity
to be good stewards still exists. It is up to us to consciously define what that
looks like. The time for making those important decisions is upon us.

Ontario-based Jason van Bruggen is a seasoned wilderness guide
who works in some of the most remote and austere landscapes
on the planet. His photography and filmmaking explore the
growing tension between humans and our environment. A deep
love for the Canadian Arctic has seen the North become a focus
for much of his visual storytelling. // jasonvanbruggen.com
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BEHIND
THE
HEART
Distilling decades of travel and immersion
in the Himalaya into a celebration of its
diverse mountain cultures.

words Jill Macdonald :: photography Pat and
Baiba Morrow

A photograph is not an image.
It is a view inside.
— Pat Morrow
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En route to making the fourth ascent of 7,500m Muztagata in the Chinese Pamir, Pat photographed the once-nomadic Kirghiz
at the 4,000m base of the “Father of Ice Mountains” playing a game of buzkashi (horseback rugby). 1981.
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The Himalayan peoples have long captured the
hearts of photojournalist adventurers Pat and
Baiba Morrow. Over three decades of excursions
and expeditions to the region, they have welcomed
these foreigners in, befriended them, shared
details of their lives, and impressed with their
resilience, generosity, and ability to thrive at high
altitude in often bleak geographical and political
conditions. Behind this tale of trust between
cultures, however, lies a deeper story of longstanding relationships, profound social change,
and a couple living a lifestyle that is itself rapidly
becoming unviable—threads woven throughout
the Morrows’ latest project, the eBook Heart of
the Himalaya.

The book began with an invitation from the
Whyte Museum in Banff, Alberta, for the British
Columbia-based couple to put together a photo
exhibit on their adventures and cultural exploration of the Himalaya. During the process of
selecting 55 prints to fit that space, however,
the couple realized there was simply too much
material to chose from, and that they were best
served to narrow the focus of the exhibit down to
just Tibetan culture.
Despite this, in no way did the effort feel constraining, as there was so much to depict. With
its small-footprint culture and inherent reverence
for nature, Tibetan Buddhism has helped preserve
large chunks of land in the Himalaya. Its intact
farmlands, treed regions and wildlife contrast
with neighbouring Hindu, Muslim and Communist Chinese regions that have cut and burned
extensively to make room for ever-expanding
populations. Through the vehicle of visitation, the
Morrows variously bore witness to the influence
of Tibet’s Chinese occupation, and to the creep of
environmental pressures and commerce brought
by increased numbers of Western tourists.
On bike, on foot, on climbing expeditions, on
assignment to document events and rituals, Pat
and Baiba collected their own nomadic vision of
being Tibetan. But by dint of travelling so widely in
the region they had also collected a much broader
vision—that of the Himalaya’s great diversity of
mountain cultures, and this became the subject of
the eBook, as digital media provides the kind of
space and opportunity no gallery can hope to offer.
Captured in the book are thirty-some years in the
ABOVE Peter Mathiessen’s seminal book on Tibetan buddhism, The Snow Leopard, is set in Nepal’s Dolpa region where the Morrows
encountered these women wearing distinctive Dolpa blankets. Murwa village, Shey Phoksumdo National Park, 1990. FACING PAGE (CLOCKWISE
FROM TOP) The compassion of Buddhist tradition compels 77-year old Tsering Phunjo Tsumba to free three yaks from active duty before
retirement age. Burji village, Tsum Valley, Manaslu Conservation Area, Nepal, 2010. (Tsum was hard hit by the 2015 earthquake; the late
Tsering’s family escaped serious injury but their home was demolished); A lowland porter carries a load through a monsoon torrent on
the Canadian Mount Everest Expedition. Nepal, 1982; A Tibetan monk on a one-day, 54-km kora (circuit) of Tibet’s holy Mt. Kailash proudly
displays a photo of the Dalai Lama, an act that could land him in jail at the hands of the country’s Chinese occupiers. 1987.
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evolution of various ancient cultures that manage
to preserve a reasonably high standard of living,
clean water and clean air—despite being sandwiched
between rapacious superpowers. Inevitably,
however, the changes witnessed have been
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Their work is intimate, demanding, genuine, and speaks of
the compassion and cultivation that allows people to freely be
themselves. Poverty, oppression and scarcity stand side by side
with joy and curiosity.

Uygur and Kirghiz caravan crew members extract a loaded donkey from a bog during the Morrows’ 30-day Kunlun Range expedition with biologist George Schaller on the north side of Changtang Plateau.
Tibet/Xinjiang Region, China, 2001.
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sources of both joy and sorrow, a reality that
surfaces repeatedly as I speak with the couple.
“I have immense gratitude to have experienced
all of these people when we did,” notes Baiba.
“Each time we went we were more informed, and
that knowledge determined where we’d go next
and how we’d go about it. It has been a powerful
influence in our lives.”

Photojournalism is honest and impartial observation.
Sorting through the past is a different journey.
Over the course of their career, the Morrows have
been through this process numerous times. For
different stories and purposes, they have developed
an internal inventory of shots that have never
been used and others that have taken on a
life of their own and no longer fit into a single
narrative. Given this, how did they approach
the selection criteria for the book? Both claimed
spontaneous decision making. Pat’s take: “It was
totally arbitrary, as there were literally hundreds
of selects to choose from. However, in some
cases, we chose a photo because it was the best
representation from a certain part of the Himalaya.
This doesn’t mean it’s a top photo, it simply
means we didn’t have a better one to use. And
in other cases, it represents a certain custom, or
type of clothing, or an important person.”
Heart of the Himalaya isn’t an editorial assignment.

It’s a celebration of people, and what is found
outside the frame is friendship. The photos
vibrate with intimacy. Private exchanges. Candid,
smoky and textured imperfections that make
up the spontaneity of everyday. It’s like being
dropped directly into a situation. “People tend
to romanticize Himalayan culture. It takes time
to penetrate the surface.” Always more willing to
talk about his subjects than himself, Pat is finally
becoming animated. We are getting to the nut of
the situation.
I see a personal book. The places and the people
reveal an immense trust, in the observers and
the intentions behind their documentation. “We
are always trying to relay wisdom.” Baiba, the
art director of the team and more talkative of
the two is a quiet rudder, steering underwater.
“Whenever and wherever we took photos, we
were careful in our deliberations. Thinking about
what we were doing, for whom and why… what
the next piece was of that experience.”
We touch on the concept of a foreigner on assignment, a reality that has been somewhat lost in
translation in the past decade. Communication
and technology create an open page; there are

LEFT TOP A Tibetan truck driver brews a pot of yak butter tea with his tiger torch. Changtang Plateau, Tibet, 1987. LEFT BOTTOM The
17th-century fortress-monastery, Tashichoedzong, is the seat of government in Bhutan’s capital city of Thimphu. 2012. ABOVE A layman
carves Buddhist prayers on a yak skull in Burang near the Nepal/India border during the Morrows’ seven-month circumambulation of
the Himalaya Range. Ngari District, Tibet, 1987.
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(CLOCKWISE FROM LEFT) A Ladakhi grandmother plays with a child from her extended family in Ating village. Zanskar, India, 1993; A smiling porter takes a tea break during the 21-day trek from Kathmandu to
Everest base camp, Nepal, 1982; Baiba breaks the ice by sharing photos of the Canadian Rockies in Samagaon village, midway through an 80-day trek from Annapurna to Everest. Manaslu Conservation Area, Nepal,
1994; A monk from the Gelugpa sect recites the Kanjur, the fundamental texts of Buddhism, during an eight-day long ceremony at Lingshed Monastery, Ladakh, India, 1993.
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You can’t anticipate the exact moment, but
you can organize the camera and yourself in
situations where you might get that shot.
Create the opportunities to be there, then
don’t miss it. —Pat Morrow
few places left where visitors remain an oddity.
More profoundly, what accompanies that shift
is a faded appreciation from the audience for
the significance of what it once meant to be an
outsider and a photographer. Rudimentary living
in austere environments relies on community.
Establishing trust was of huge importance, not
only for success and, at times, survival, but to
open up a network of communication that would
ease things on the path ahead.
Take the “tiger torch” photograph (see p. 68).
Behind the thousand words the image tells is
the tale of 2,000 kilometres of dry plain on a
broken, rutted road that destroyed vehicles and
spirits, but was still the only way forward. Butter
tea is the staple drink in the Himalaya, traditionally
brewed in an elaborate and beautiful ceremony
using a wooden cylinder. Pat recounts that the
driver of the truck, having neither the time nor
means of protecting such a treasured vessel,
developed his own tradition of making tea with
a torch, just as everyone’s spirits flagged and
their bodies needed refreshment. “Remember, we
were at 4,500 metres. It was cold, dusty, difficult
to breathe and we were standing up in the truck
bed because sitting would shatter your kidneys.”
A casual observer wouldn’t have that opportunity,
and certainly wouldn’t understand all that was
unusual and comical in the situation.
Artistry or craft? The photo is striking—without
the back story. There’s so much going on, from
the landscape to the action, to the sheer barrenness of it all. Pat also believes it reveals change.
“Roads are the most significant change we have
witnessed. Now there’s $40,000 Land Rovers and
pavement. It brings the best and the worst of the
capitalist world.”
Asked if he also sees a progression in his own
art, he answers No—which isn’t as harsh as it
sounds. “I’m naturally drawn to storytelling imagery;
it’s second nature. It has to be good enough to
stand alone or be part of a larger collection of
images. But any picture I take for myself, is one
that I would put in a book. We don’t live for the
craft. We live for the experiences that the craft
gives us a window to. The reality is you have to
sell pictures in order to do that.”
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I’m naturally drawn to storytelling imagery;
it’s second nature… any picture I take for
myself, is one that I would put in a book.
—Pat Morrow
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Every form of documentation has certain require-

than being in the experience. Baiba is really good

laughs Pat at his own oxymoron. A deeply

ments for it to be commercially viable. For the

at recognizing opportunities. Where I might be

superficial life of adventure and dedication to

Morrows, the selection begins at home: what

preoccupied with other concerns, she sees some-

providing a view inside. “Photography is a ticket

is the project; who is the audience; what is the

thing out of the frame and anticipates a situation

to see the world, satisfy our curiosity and share

intention. In the field, another set of filters comes

that I don’t know is coming. She sees the world

with an audience this amazing culture.”

into play: where to set up; what is the composition;

differently and expands the results of what we

when to press the shutter. Much depends on the

have been shooting.”

scenario: is it two-week coverage of a certain
event or ceremony; part of an 80-day trek where,
at most, a single day is spent in any one place;
or a documentary for which they can reasonably
expect to revisit a location two or three times?
And for both partners looms the constant awareness
of limited resources applied to the shaping a
bona fide story with a beginning, middle and end.

For the most part, they have been the authors of
their careers, choosing and then seeking support

A good example is an image captured while Baiba

for the stories they wanted to tell. On a few

is showing a collection of personal photos to a

occasions, Pat has been a hired gun, but both

group of children in a refugee camp near Manaslu

acknowledge how fortunate they are to have

(see p. 71). All of them are focused intently on

self-directed the majority of their time.

what she’s saying about Canada, the animals that
live there, and what life is like through something
that they can recognize—like a cow or a chicken.
Pat knows from experience that kids’ eyes are

“That type of life is very difficult today. When
photographs were expensive—to develop, to
print, to carry––image opportunities were measured. There was no choice but to be patient and

“In older cameras, which is what I started with,

everywhere. It’s a natural scene and impossible

we looked at one frame at a time,” recalls Pat.

to guess when someone might look up at the

“There were no bursts. Film was heavy and ex-

camera. But eventually one child does. Straight

pensive, you couldn’t check what you’d just taken;

into the lens, radiant with wonder, and in that

it was a different thought process. On our longer

expression is revealed a relationship. “You can’t

journeys, we hauled around big bags of film, but

anticipate the exact moment, but you can see the

even so we were limited. A hundred rolls would

pattern and organize the camera and yourself in

weigh 2.5 kilos and last thirty days. That’s 3,600

these situations where you might get that shot.

downtown? “At least a point-and-shoot.”

images. With a digital camera, you can burn that

I probably took ten frames, which was a lot then

Is it to keep the observer at the forefront or because

off in a week.”

because we were on an eighty-day trek. But you

he is uncomfortable without that tool in his hands?

have to get yourself into those situations. Create

I didn’t ask; it would take time, indeed, to turn

the opportunities to be there, and then don’t

that lens around.

Is there anything that stands out for him? On one
page of the book are two photos of Bhutan’s
parliament buildings, a straight-on shot taken

miss it.”

to compose our thoughts, every time.”
The Morrows represent an enduring personal and
artistic partnership. A love affair of people and
places that demands finding ways and means of
feeding it. When asked, Pat confesses to carrying
a recording device with him at all times. Even

Postscript—Sadly, in light of the recent catastrophe

from a different angle on different days. One

The Morrows would often arrange for prints of their

in Nepal, the Morrows’ body of work has taken on a

has zigzag lines on it. Pat was trying to get a

photographs to be carried back to remote villages

tragic importance. Many of the buildings and some

time-exposure of the buildings lit by external light

and presented to the people as gifts and recog-

villages depicted no longer exist. The irony of their

and was set up on a narrow one-lane road with

nition of their lives. Few had ever seen a framed

arbitrary selection process, from decisions taken

a tripod for a five-second exposure. But when

print. For the messengers, the Morrows’ network

in the field to the curatorial process, now carries

a truck nearly ran him over he had to grab the

would open, enlarging and building the community.

historical as well as cultural significance.

camera and jump out of the way, resulting in the
Heart of the Himalaya is available for download on

zigzags—an effect he calls a “happy accident.”
That some photos are personal is a difficult
admission to extract; both partners are skilled
in deflecting the conversation back toward their
subjects. With Baiba pressing, however, Pat
relents. “Well sure, they [also] represent a time
and place in our own journey.” It makes sense.
Their work is intimate, demanding, genuine,
and speaks of the compassion and cultivation
that allows people to freely be themselves.
Poverty, oppression and scarcity stand side by
side with joy and curiosity. Understanding the
people, respecting their lifestyle, and being in
a situation long enough to recognize what the
opportunities were and how best to capture them
was the foundation for this celebration. “Taking
the time to get to know the place, traveling with
the people, living as they do. It can be easy to
become absorbed in taking the picture, rather
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It’s also important to note that in addition to no

iBooks. Information and links at: bungalobooks.

one ever being paid as a model, the candid,

com/featured-books/heart-of-the-himalaya/

everyday nature of these images reveal changes
in cultures over time. The slides can be dated by
what the subjects are wearing, particularly women.
At one time, traditional clothing was worn every
day. In the mountains, at ceremonies, or at home,
to greater or lesser degrees of ornamentation
depending on the scenario. Influences from Chinese
and Indian cultures are evident. By accident, the
Morrows’ collection is becoming an archive. As
an example, the large incense burners featured in
one of the book’s shots are no longer in use in

What we choose to see is an interesting selection pro-

that particular location. The scene is embedded

cess. Writing from Vancouver where she is editor of the

with such rich detail and admiration that it feels

e-journal Lithographica, Jill Macdonald appreciates how

more like a contemporary experience than one

the world is viewed through the eyes of others and the

lost in time.
“The bottom line is that it’s all deeply superficial,”

opportunity to learn about other places and people.
Jordan Manley photo.

PREVIOUS SPREAD The
Phulaich Festival is an
annual celebration of flowers
held in the Kinnaur District
of India’s Himachal Pradesh
every September. 1993.
THIS PAGE Porters walk a
lakeside trail with Pang
Phuchi Mountain looming
on the east side of 5135m
Larkya La Pass. Manaslu
Conservation Area, Nepal,
1994.
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Climbing an unknown mountain in the name of biodiversity and sustainability forges strange and
wonderful partnerships, pointing the way to a conservation strategy for the future.

words Ned Morgan
Mount Namuli is unlikely to be notched on any mountaineer’s bedpost. As mountains go, it isn’t extremely high or steep. The 2,419-metre granite monolith in
northern Mozambique can’t even boast an iconic horizon line like Argentina’s Mt. Fitz Roy or Switzerland’s Matterhorn. If anything it calls to mind an ancient
ruined fortress looming above surrounding rainforest and grassland, its lopsided summit most often obscured by clouds.
Until recently, Namuli was known mainly among plant and animal biologists as one of 35 “biodiversity hotspots” identified worldwide by Conservation
International. A concept defined by British biologist Norman Myers in the 1980s as a place of extraordinary species concentration—including large numbers
of endemics—also threatened by human activity, Namuli is unique even in this rarified company. That’s because the massif comprises an inselberg (from the
German for island + mountain): an erosion-resistant geological relic older than the surrounding landscape, and on which flora and fauna evolve in relative
isolation. In 2012, an international joint initiative known as the Critical Ecosystems Partnership Fund (CEPF) designated Namuli a Level 1 Priority Key Biodiversity
Area, proclaiming it “significant, threatened and understudied”—a clarion call for conservationists.
Namuli has been overlooked largely because it was effectively lost to the greater scientific and conservation community while civil wars convulsed the southeast
African country from the 1970s – 1990s. Today, the Zambezia province in which Namuli stands is peaceful, but the mountain and surroundings lack official
conservation status. Last year, an international team of climbers, scientists and conservationists set out to re-discover this mountain. Their mission aims to
document and bring international attention to rare and threatened species, and to propose a multifaceted long-term sustainability plan for the region and to
document the connections to another inselberg, neighbouring Malawi’s Mount Mulanje.
The Lost Mountain Project is the brainchild of New Hampshire-based climber, guide, author, and filmmaker Majka Burhardt. Having climbed and guided all
over the world, Namuli would not present Burhardt with her most technically challenging ascent, but it would deliver its own more daunting problems.
The United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) considers Mozambique the third poorest country in the world. The majority of citizens survive
on subsistence agriculture, especially around Namuli where soils are good and water plentiful. As a result, the mountain’s lower flanks now show
alarming wear-and-tear from unregulated timber harvesting, livestock grazing, char lines of slash-and-burn agriculture, and willy-nilly expansion of
tea plantations.

Kate Rutherford leads into one of the crux pitches of “Majka and Kate’s Science Project” on Mount Namuli, Mozambique. JAMES Q MARTIN PHOTO.
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Narratives can fall into boxes that are really simplistic: ‘The crazy foreigners
don’t know this’… Or, ‘The locals don’t understand they’re destroying that’…
None are nuanced enough for the real situation. —Majka Burhardt
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LEFT PAGE Edwin Petanie tends seedlings in a tree nursery near Mount Mulanje, Malawi. ROBERT FROST PHOTO. ABOVE Mount Namuli taking its daily cloud bath. JAMES Q MARTIN PHOTO.

In May, 2014, a 17-person team led by Burhardt and sponsored by the CEPF,

you’re using all points of your body very carefully because you’re not sure if

1% for the Planet, Kickstarter, Patagonia, Osprey, Julbo and several other

anything you touch will ultimately support you. It’s not 5.14 climbing, but the

companies and NGOs, mounted an expedition to study the cliffside habitats of

consequences are high—if something fails, it’s going to be a big, bad, not

Namuli’s far side—the unexplored southeast face. As lead climber, Burhardt

very fun fall.”

had no trifling responsibility in getting non-climbing scientists and a film
crew up an unclimbed and remote monolith. “The challenge was not only to
get people up, but to make sure they were safe and could do their work,”
says Burhardt. “Instead of just having [the scientists] get through and survive, we wanted them to thrive in their own element on vertical terrain.”
And well they did. The expedition checked off some notable discoveries,
especially for today’s picked-over planet: a new and as-yet-unidentified
species of snake; a rare caecilian; forty ant genera including several
unidentified species. In the process they also put up the first technical
climbing route on the mountain (Majka and Kate’s Science Project IV 5.10-).

In the chimney, Farooq was determined to take full advantage of the virgin
habitat. “He stuck himself [3 metres] inside and kept reaching back further in
to explore,” says Burhardt. “As you can imagine, as expedition leader I had
two key thoughts: ‘Wow, that would be fantastic if there was a pit viper in
there,’ and, ‘Wow, I really hope there isn’t a pit viper in there.’”
The cool weather that day wasn’t right for reptiles or amphibians so the
chimney proved herp-free, but over the course of the expedition Farooq
collected 27 rare or unknown species. One such find turned up not
on Namuli’s face, but at base camp in the rainforest. During a rest day,
Rutherford and volunteer Richard Halsey were moving things around in

Though not quite vertical, the climbing nevertheless proved novel and chal-

the cook tent when they turned up what appeared to be a large, pinkish

lenging. “We were bolting on lead because there was no other way to have

worm beneath a big piece of Tupperware. It was a caecilian, a seldom-seen

protection,” says Burhardt. “The two crux pitches were solid 5.10 climbing. I

order of ancient, burrowing amphibian with a global but largely equatorial

would’ve loved to bolt sooner on my lead but there was no way I could stop

distribution. Summoning Farooq, the herpetologist shook and was close to

to put a bolt in. And all the while we were laughing at the absurdity of climb-

tears as he explained it was only the second caecilian ever found in

ing on grass clumps… I’ve never seen a granite formation with as few cracks:

Mozambique—and the southernmost from anywhere in the world.

a giant [600-metre] face, about the same in width, and pretty much just one
crack system—choked with vegetation. So: great for science, hard to climb.”

The team also discovered a mountainside “pocket” forest tucked behind a
rock slab. “To get there entailed roughly [120 metres] of climbing exposed

At one point Burhardt and climbing partner Kate Rutherford led Mozambican

terrain to where you could scramble into it,” says Burhardt. “Kate and I

herpetologist Harith Farooq into a hanging chimney system to look for spec-

climbed up there and set anchors so our scientists could jumar up, do the

imens. “This chimney was the singular crack system on the whole 12-pitch

science they needed to, then rappel back down. And once we hopped over

climb. And to leave it we had to climb a face riddled with giant clumps of

the lip of this slab it was just what it sounds like—a pocket forest, where

grass,” Burhardt says. “You had to have the mentality of an ice climber:

we could move around without a rope and be quite comfortable.”
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Every time I learned
what our climbing
schedule would be,
I could feel my heart
beating in my mouth.
—Dr. Flávia Esteves
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PREVIOUS SPREAD Kate Rutherford bridges the (in)security of Namuli’s grass and granite while climbing a new route. ROBERT FROST PHOTO. LEFT PAGE Specimens recovered by Lost Mountain scientists on
Namuli and Mulanje. CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT: Trachylepis varia (variable skink); Breviceps poweri (Mozambique rain frog); unidentified slug; giant crab spider of family Sparassidae; Scolecomorphus
kirkii (Kirk’s caecilian); Arthroleptis xenodactyloides (dwarf squeaker frog); Amietia quecketti (Queckett’s river frog); moth of genus Callioratis. ROBERT FROST AND JAMES Q MARTIN PHOTOS. ABOVE South African
entomologist Caswell Munyai (L) and Brazilian entomologist Flavia Esteves study the rare denizens on Namuli’s flanks. JAMES Q MARTIN PHOTO.

This untouched habitat was especially fruitful for the expedition’s lead scientist,

Though Namuli’s high level of biodiversity was in no need of proving,

Brazilian entomologist Dr. Flávia Esteves, who, along with South African

the expedition reinforces for biologists that this lush inselberg is indeed an

Caswell Munyai, is the first ant scientist to do fieldwork on Namuli. “We

undefiled goldmine in the sky. After making observations over the entire

spent many hours looking for ants, breaking twigs [for larvae] and digging the

southeast face of Namuli as well as on Mulanje, the number of rare and

soil,” says Esteves. “It was an interesting place because of its high elevation

unidentified species uncovered by expedition scientists emphasizes how

and isolation. It had the structural complexity of a forest—canopy, bushes,

much more scientific work remains to be done.

leaf litter, soil—that could house and feed a high number of animals. But
at the same time, the trees weren’t so high, so the undergrowth received
much more light than other forest fragments. As a result, the ant fauna we
collected was a mix of that found in ‘regular’ forests, grasslands, and on the
face of Namuli.” During the month-long expedition Esteves also collected
Promyopias, a rare ant genus found but a handful of times before, plus

many other endemic and unstudied species.
The ability to safely take non-climbing scientists up unexplored rock was
not only key, but set a precedent in exploration. “The idea of rock climbing
scared me… every time I learned what our climbing schedule would be, I
could feel my heart beating in my mouth,” underscores Esteves. “However,
when I was actually climbing I loved to feel my body responding to fear;
plus it felt much safer to have Majka and Kate by my side. Climbing is a
great skill for field biologists. In Madagascar my group and I were collecting in
a mountain forest and one day found ourselves at the base of an impassable
granite wall that we spent a good few hours trying to skirt. How I wished

While the vertical fieldwork unfolded, another arm of the group reached out
to surrounding communities. The project’s conservation team, Mozambican
NGO LUPA, hit the ground in Curruca, one of the larger villages at Namuli’s
base, to conduct interviews about residents’ natural-resource use and
development priorities. “This is part of a baseline rural assessment that will
inform the next steps of the project,” says Burhardt, adding that biodiversity
protection is only one aspect of the mission. “We also need to develop a
plan that advances human livelihood. It’s not a pristine mountain with no
human involvement—it’s very much people’s backyard.”
Formally speaking, it is the backyard of the Queen of Mukunha district, with
whom Burhardt requested an audience before approaching the mountain.
“You need the Queen’s permission to be on the mountain at all,” she says.
“Legend has it that if you don’t, you’ll be frozen in place on Namuli, or
disappear into the clouds.”

Majka and Kate were there.”
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Like neighbouring Namuli, Mount Mulanje is part of the Eastern Afromontane, an “archipelago”
of isolated peaks considered biodiversity hotspots. ROBERT FROST PHOTO.
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Namuli was effectively lost to the greater scientific and
conservation community for decades while civil wars
convulsed Mozambique.
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LEFT Entomological researcher Ray Murphy examines findings after a day of specimen collection on Mount Mulanje, Malawi. ROBERT FROST PHOTO. ABOVE Expedition leader Majka Burhardt teaches South African
entomologist Caswell Munyai the ins and outs of cliffside ecology access. JAMES Q MARTIN PHOTO.

Wisely, the expedition brought offerings including flour, sugar, dried fish,

This Mount Namuli Conservation Plan will serve as a template for sustainability

and corn whiskey to the Queen’s house, where she conducted a ceremo-

in the region and establish practices—such as ongoing reforestation from

nial blessing for the climb. Though the blessing was symbolic, it was no

locally raised tree seedlings—that can be transferred to other vulnerable

less crucial to the short- and long-term success of the project. With their

and exceptionally biodiverse locales. While the few years it will take for

specialized scientific and conservation goals comprising agendas that some

the most recent scientific discoveries to be collated and disseminated will

villagers might see as inimical to their livelihood, Burhardt was well aware

parallel the project’s unfolding community and sustainability tiers, the imme-

of the tricky issues around land use and sustainability. “Mount Namuli

diate future includes a youth-oriented conservation, science and adventure

currently provides the people with everything. They’re not at a point where

symposium in Mozambique. Through the focused ambitions of Burhardt and

they’re concerned about these resources disappearing. From the outside

fellow participants, the Lost Mountain Project promises to be a portable

you could say, ‘Yes, but if you continue these unsustainable practices, in 40

paragon for land and habitat protection in Earth’s threatened places.

years you’ll no longer have that,’ but to someone dealing with malnutrition
and extreme poverty, long-term thinking is less of a priority.”
Burhardt also mentions preconceptions that distort what the Lost Mountain
Project seeks to communicate. “Narratives can fall into really simplistic boxes:
‘The crazy foreigners don’t know what they’re doing and they’re telling locals

“Some days I think we can pull it off and some days I think this is the craziest
thing I’ve ever set out to do,” Burhardt concludes.
Though Namuli is no longer lost, preserving its riches remains the task at hand.
A Lost Mountain film will be released in 2015 // thelostmountainfilm.com

how to use their land.’ Or, ‘The locals don’t have the educational background
to understand that they’re destroying their landscape.’ None of these are
nuanced enough for the real situation.”

When not at his desk in Ontario’s Blue Mountains
region writing for a range of publications, editing

That Burhardt even mulls such nuances is reason enough to be optimistic

Mountain Life Ontario, or tramping around in the

about success of the project. “I think we’re in a new era of what conservation

outdoors, MLA contributing editor Ned Morgan often

means,” she summarizes. “We’re coming out of a time where the only

finds himself forced into proofreading slavery.

option for protection was to create a national park. We need a more nimble
solution. What we’re hoping for is something small-scale and replicable that

Thanks, Ned. // mountainlifemedia.ca
Marilyn Potter photo.

can then be adapted in other areas.”
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Peddling

The Women’s National Cycling Team of Afghanistan training outside Kabul. MOHAMMAD ISMAIL/REUTERS PHOTO.
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Freedom
Selling the complex issue of equality in Afghanistan, one pedal at a time.
words Feet Banks
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“There is nothing simple about a girl getting on a bike in
Afghanistan,” says filmmaker Sarah Menzies from her home in
Seattle, Washington. “One woman we filmed would cover her
face in interviews because 30 years ago she’d ridden a bike and
was still fearful that her husband would find out.”
Technically legal, and not quite forbidden by the Quran, a woman
riding a bicycle is still very taboo in Afghanistan. “It remains a
culture that keeps women at home and a culture where men
make decisions for women,” Menzies says, adding: “There is still
the outdated belief that putting a bike between a young woman’s
legs will compromise her gynecological health. In some parts of
the country a girl on a bike is a death wish.”

Riding on terrain other than established roads or
goat paths is highly dangerous—Afghanistan is one
of the most land-mined countries on the planet.
And yet for all of that her upcoming film Afghan Cycles focus
neither on oppression nor victimization. “It’s about bravery and
heroes,” Menzies explains. “I believe that a story driven by hope
is much more powerful than one driven by sorrow.”
The film idea came to Menzies through Shannon Galpin, who’d
founded the organization Mountain2Mountain to create education
and opportunity for women around the globe. “Shannon had
just been using the bicycle to get around Afghanistan,” Menzies
explains. “As a six-foot-tall white woman riding into towns she attracted
a lot of attention [from men], and so she would ask Do your daughters
ride? Do your wives ride? The answer was always No.”

Along the way Galpin discovered a newly formed Afghan Women’s
National Cycling Team in Kabul. Supported by Mountain2Mountain,
the woman’s team consists of 16 - 24-year-old Kabul locals who
train with the Men’s National Team and are recognized by the
Afghan Olympic Association. The initial concept was to film a
short piece about this team of Olympic hopefuls, but after an initial
trip to Afghanistan in May of 2013, the focus shifted: Menzies
discovered young women riding together in other parts of the
country—and for other reasons.
“When you give a girl or young woman a bicycle you’re also
giving them mobility and independence,” says Menzies. “A
vehicle to get from point A to point B without relying on men,
whether to get to school more safely or just get around in a
more efficient manner.”

(Clockwise from upper left) Zahra takes one last look before going to her high school. She
wants to become a doctor. JENNY NICHOLS PHOTO; Sadaf is in her final year of high school.
She started cycling after meeting Marium at a beauty parlor she worked at. CLAUDIA LOPEZ
PHOTO; Maryam, one of the senior members on the Bamiyan club team, is studying to be an
English teacher. JENNY NICHOLS PHOTO; One of the National Team’s strongest riders, Nazifa is
studying midwifery so she can teach other women that cycling isn’t harmful to gynecological
health. CLAUDIA LOPEZ PHOTO; As the oldest on the National Team, and also the only married
member, assistant coach Marium is like a big sister to the younger girls. CLAUDIA LOPEZ PHOTO.
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Ironically it remains men who will create any real shift of acceptance.
The girls profiled in the film have permission from their fathers and
brothers, and in one case a husband.
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PREVIOUS SPREAD The sight of girls on bikes is still uncommon throughout most of Afghanistan, even more progressive areas like Kabul. CLAUDIA LOPEZ PHOTO. ABOVE A group of women rides through the busy
streets of Kabul with the goal of normalizing the image of girls on bicycles. JENNY NICHOLS PHOTO.

Slated for release in early 2016, Afghan Cycles is a feature-length documen-

paths is highly dangerous—Afghanistan is one of the most land-mined

tary film telling the story of young Afghan women who challenge gender

countries on the planet.

barriers and put their lives at risk for the simple pleasure of riding a bicycle.

“Cultural context plays a huge role there,” Menzies explains. “Just under-

But old traditions die hard in Afghanistan. During filming Menzies heard

standing the reality these girls live in—riding past blown-out buildings and

stories of female cyclists having handlebars jabbed into their backs by men

people walking the streets with

passing on motorcycles, or having stones thrown at them. In the spring of

family member or friend in a suicide attack. It’s a conflict zone and I had to

2014, the country’s presidential elections resulted in heavy Taliban attacks

see it myself to really understand that these girls are under constant threat

and unrest, forcing the girls to quit riding for six months. Even in times of

simply because of where they live.”

comparative peace, riding on terrain other than established roads or goat
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rifles. Everyone has a story of losing a

Nevertheless, the promise of change and positivity is easy to find. While

Menzies admits that even as more Afghan women take to cycling, ironically it remains men who will create any real shift of acceptance. “The girls
profiled in the film have permission from their fathers and brothers, and in
one case a husband. Having the support of the men in their lives is unique,
so showing the stories of these men will potentially be effective in changing
the minds of other men outside of more progressive zones like Kabul.”
All that is still a bit peripheral though, to the women actually riding the
bikes. “The girls in our film are so innocent,” Menzies says. “They don’t see
themselves as little freedom fighters, none of them is demanding equality
or saying, ‘Fuck the Man!’ They’re just doing it because they love riding a
bike—they just want the wind in their face. And yet they’re still breaking
gender barriers, so one of the tricky parts of making the film was showing
how badass these girls are, even if they aren’t saying it themselves.”
There is nothing simple about getting a girl on a bike in Afghanistan. But
once she’s on, it’s easy to understand why she’d want to stay there.
Afghan Cycles continues to work with Mountain2Mountain.org to help pedal/peddle
a revolution. Learn more and watch a trailer for the film at afghancycles.com.

Feet Banks was raised in Northern British Columbia where
his first pet was a rooster named Houdini. At age twelve
his family moved to Whistler to live the dream and never
left. Feet is the founding editor of Mountain Life: Coast
Mountains and likes to ski, fish and rock out.

SELF-EXPRESSION EQUALS
SELF-EMPOWERMENT.
One of the images of Afghanistan that will stay with me forever is
a woman in ultra-conservative Jalalabad walking the street without
a burka. That I could see her face, placid as it was while she went
about her daily business, it still stood out as an act of defiance,
and I wondered what gave her that strength of conviction. In this
same town we’d been asked to remove the teeter-totters from
a playground we’d built at a girl’s school for fear these might
endanger virginal sanctity. Such anachronisms contrast sharply
with the reality of seeing girls playing in a place of their own;
women in rural Afghanistan often still wear the full burka covering, the

a space where they set the social norms, swinging as high as

winds of change are blowing. “Places like Kabul and Bamyan are a bit more

possible, often two or three at a time. Such self-expression builds

liberal, a bit more progressive. You are even seeing girls in jeans. For me

confidence. Confidence fuels hope. And hope? Well, that has the

that is a cool parallel—something once considered taboo is now normal.

power to change everything. —Kirby Brown is a board member

Afghans are definitely capable of changing with the times. The girl who

of Playgroundbuilders.org. To date the Whistler-based charity has

was knocked off her bike and hospitalized by the guy with the motorcycle

constructed 186 playgrounds in various conflict zones, including over

handlebar? The governor of that province tracked him down and put him

120 in Afghanistan alone.

in jail. There are people there, men and women, saying ‘This behaviour is
outdated.’”
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The Monk,
the Jeep, and
the Mountain
A Georgian Ski Odyssey

words and photography :: Kari Medig

DOWN
An emaciated nation-state set free in 1991 after
the collapse of the Soviet Union, the Republic of
Georgia shares borders with Turkey, Armenia and
Azerbaijan. But it’s the northern border with Russia
that’s of interest. Here, stretching 1,100 kilometres
between the Black and Caspian Seas lies the Caucasus
Mountains—and Europe’s highest peaks.
Altitude explains the headache as I slide off a lift on
the 3,000-metre summit of the Georgian ski resort
of Gudauri. Seeking aspirin, I wander into a tiny
ski patrol hut where a dozen mountain-weathered
faces stare back through a fog of cigarette smoke.
Articulating my ailment with sign language, an old
patroller steps forward. In one hand, dripping with
green juice, is a pickle; in the other, a shot glass of
clear, viscous fluid.
—Take zees. It will cure you, he says, in a thick,
villainous accent.
Disgusted but intrigued, I do what any seasoned
traveler would: down both in a fury of dill and
ethanol. Five minutes later I’m clicking into my skis.
Gudauri lies a couple hours north of Georgia’s
capital Tbilisi. Spread over switchbacks along the
Georgian Military Highway, it isn’t so much a town
as a series of hotels to service thousands of eastern
Europeans keen to access seven lifts and a mid-station
vodka bar. By all accounts it’s big, with miles of
perfectly groomed corduroy. But we’re not here to
ride lifts.
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Audray Ayotte looks to invade the backcountry above Ushguli in Georgia’s remote Svaneti region.
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LEFT A young monk readies for the hike down to town from the Lhomisi Monastery. ABOVE Serious car drop: Bob Maudie skis from the summit of Mt. Bidara to Cross Pass on the Georgian Military Highway.
BELOW The Soviet-Georgian Friendship Memorial was built in 1983, with colourful murals depicting Georgian history.

UP
It’s dark when we begin skinning from Hada Hut, an alpine refuge high above Gudauri. Robotic movement circulates instant coffee through hazy brains.
Soon, sunrise outlines peaks both gentle and austere. It has snowed, and we take turns slogging knee-deep, rotating like clumsy, slow-motion cyclists.
Cold wind and exploding light hit as we crest a final, steep slope. Pink accentuates the hanging glaciers of 5,033-metre Mt. Kazbek with mesmerizing beauty.
In Georgian legend, mythical hero Arimani is chained to its cone, punishment for stealing fire from God. There are worse places to be stuck.
I’m last to drop in, the backdrop a dozen gentle ridges spread like folds in a bunched white sheet. A lifetime of touring in just one vista. Vertical melts away
in big, arcing turns and the temporary blindness of deep, light snow. A thousand vertical metres and I drift to a stop on the highway. Looking back, our
turns suggest the cursive font in Georgia’s ancient written language. The trance is broken by an old man in a Lada who offers us a drive.
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Monks descend to the Lomisi Monastery perched on a ridge straddling Russian-occupied South Ossetia and the Republic of Georgia.
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SPIRITS
Bright ski clothes couldn’t contrast more
with the long black robes of orthodox
monks with whom we share a fire in Lomisi
Monastery. It’s a three-hour climb to this
cloister perched on a ridge separating
Kazbegi Region from South Ossetia, the
Russian-sponsored rogue state that vies
for independence from Georgia. Lomisi’s
10th century walls predate these politics;
named for Saint George’s bull, who died
part way up, it’s an important temple
frequented by miracle-seekers.
—It seems you spend a lot of time close to
God. Father Nicholei smiles thoughtfully,

sips red wine through a bushy brown
beard. I can’t argue. In many ways we
seek similar spiritual connection on high;
only the tools differ.
—Cheers to that. We raise glasses in
Georgian tradition, each noting something
we’re grateful for. A few hours later, their
robes flapping on a windy ridge, we say
goodbye to the monks. Then ski forever
to the valley.
WHEELS
The bald tires of the Toyota Land Cruiser
in the town of Mestia say one thing:
we’ve made a mistake. A fresh blanket of
snow covers the 45-km track to Ushguli, a
high-valley village deep in Svaneti Region
450 km west of Gudauri. The second time
we get stuck, worry turns to anger. The
young driver, dubiously named SoSo, ties
rope around a tire in a vain attempt at
traction.
—SoSo, let’s go back and get chains! We’re
definitely his first clients for Ushguli. How
did he even get this truck? The question
is answered when “Mama” flashes on the
screen of his buzzing cellphone.
Faith sinking fast in this land of miracles
and prayers, we reluctantly give SoSo a
final chance. Hearts clog our throats as
he navigates crumbling rock walls and
harrowing switchbacks. Yet somehow SoSo’s confidence grows with every kilometre.
He has left Mestia a boy, and, four hours
later, arrives in Ushguli a man.
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Debarking in Ushguli is like stepping
back in time—or onto the set of a
Georgian Game of Thrones.

A Georgian woman sings traditional songs after a feast of mutton in Stepandsminda.
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HISTORY
Debarking in Ushguli is like stepping back
in time—or onto the set of a Georgian Game
of Thrones. Beknighted as a UNESCO

World Heritage Site, the village is famous
for its massive stone towers. In ancient
times, villagers climbed atop the towers
to rain rocks on invading outsiders—
precisely what we feel like as we wander
its stony labyrinths.
After finding our guesthouse, it isn’t long
before we’re skinning up rolling slopes
above town. Two hours puts us atop a
3,000m sub-peak of Georgia’s highest
mountain, 5,201m Mt. Shara, whose vertical
face looms over town.
From up here, Ushguli’s towers look small.
We’re quiet as we drop in, minds already
eating the wonderful food our hosts have
waiting. Twenty minutes of powdery bliss
and we ski right up to our door. That
might have been the end, but it was more
of a beginning.

Kari Medig grew up in the wilderness with
parents who drove a ‘73 Ford Bronco and forced
him to cross-country ski. They had matching
Nikons and photographed wild mushrooms. Kari
inherited the cameras and started developing
his own pictures. Now he wanders the world in
search of exotic skiers to pose for him.
karimedigphoto.com
Steve Ogle photo.

LEFT Audray Ayotte and Bob Maudie ski a power line
after a run down to Cross Pass. THIS PAGE TOP Ancient
ritual: Audray Ayotte takes tea with the monks at the
1,000 year-old Lomisi Monastery. MIDDLE Audray Ayotte
waits for a ride back to the hotel during a snowstorm
in Mestia. BOTTOM Rockfall on the harrowing road
from Mestia to Ushguli made for slow going.
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Selkirk Lodge, Revelstoke, B.C.
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MINISTER OF THE INTERIOR
Ryan Creary’s images plumb the entirety
of Canada’s vast mountain world
If you believe the chatter, the only thing more compelling than the depth and breadth of Ryan Creary’s outdoor photography
is that he could easily be the subject of most of it. Indeed the competent 42 year–old kayaker, mountain biker, and
climber once had his sights set on a pro snowboard career—which moved him haltingly west from New Brunswick
on Canada’s East Coast, through a university stint in Ontario (Honours Bachelor of Outdoor Recreation), to Whistler,
British Columbia, on the other side of the country, where he spent eighteen months multi-sporting jobs in the terrain
park, in a climbing gym, and as a mountain bike guide. He followed that up with a year in Calgary as an outdoor
recreation programmer by day and freestyle coach for the Alberta Snowboard Association by night. Somewhere in
there he discovered photography and, by the millennium, was firmly on the other side of the lens. Here he quickly
forged a signature friends-in-the-mountains style that began in the labyrinthine folds of the Rockies around
Canmore, Alberta, where he lived for a decade, and continued from the more central base of Revelstoke, B.C., to
which he moved in 2012 and expects to call home for a while. Rather than being concerned only with a pretty
picture—of which he nevertheless produces many stunning examples—Creary’s deep involvement in the sports
that he documents frequently finds him training his eye directly on the subjects of these tableaux, capturing
something ineffable about the act itself, whether it be a look of fear or focus, a pose of defeat or accomplishment,
a pairing of hominid and his/her chosen tool.
Like most photographers of his generation, Creary has a strong passion for travel. Instead of relentlessly travelling
the world as if his life and craft depended on it, however, he has proven more of a stay-at-home cultural documentarian,
placing emphasis on the topography and tribes of his own backyard—the myriad ranges of western Canada. “As
cliché as it is, I simply love where I live,” he says. “I’ve found the spot that feels like home and that brings me
much happiness.”
It shows in his work, where both joy and grounding etch noticeable signatures. It is, in fact, Creary’s ranging so far,
so widely, and so deeply into his backyard that defines the diversity of his experiential imagery—making him a true
minister of the Interior. —LA
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PREVIOUS SPREAD LEFT Rylan Kappler, Nakusp, B.C. PREVIOUS SPREAD RIGHT Nash Masson and Lorraine Blancher at Sol Mountain Lodge, B.C. ABOVE Mikel Witlox, Fernie backcountry, B.C.
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NEXT SPREAD LEFT Marco Delesalle, Skaha, B.C. NEXT SPREAD RIGHT Brandon Willms, Glen Carpenter, and Thad Mazur, St. Leon Creek, Nakusp, B.C.
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Gilles Proteau & Co., Whitehorse, Yukon. NEXT SPREAD LEFT Derek Galloway, Canmore, Alberta. NEXT SPREAD RIGHT Sean Cochrane, Revelstoke backcountry, B.C.
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Manyara Secondary School students in Tanzania celebrate
their new, long-lasting, insecticide-treated bed nets.
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Replacing tragedy with legacy, a British Columbia couple head deep into the
beauty and squalor of remote Africa to aid in the fight against malaria.
words and photography :: Todd Lawson
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A

t 5:30 a.m. we’re jolted from an ugly

I want to sleep so I can study well and learn,

set foot on foreign soil together. We decided

cement-floor sleep. Looking outside, I

but in the day I am tired. I think now I can sleep

to change that by meeting up in Cape Town,

see a boy feverishly banging away at a

better. Thank you mister and madam.”

South Africa, with no real plan. Sean had arrived

rusted truck hub hung from a tree branch. It’s a
brutal awakening, but just one morning for us—
the 300 students at Manyara Secondary School
in northwest Tanzania rise to this makeshift alarm
clock every day. Unpeeling ourselves from sweaty
sleeping bags we’re offered plain tea and white
bread for breakfast. Outside, kids saunter around
in clusters before gathering at the middle of the
courtyard.
“Good morning students,” says a tall man in a
grey suit, his green tie too short to stretch over a

“Wow, I never even thought of that,” I say to
Christina. After helping hang nets over each and
every dorm bed we’re happy to discover some
thirty left over. We cram these into the army-style
saddlebags strapped to our Yamaha AG200s—the

unison.
“Today is a special day. We have some friends
who have come from Canada to help us. Their
organization has supplied us with new mosquito nets for your beds. Show them respect, be
cooperative and please have your dorm rooms
clean. They will be coming around shortly to
begin the exercise.”

wheeling behind the bars through

“What about me?” shouts a clearly peeved man.
“What about my family? We also are suffering.”

of typical backpacker-style travel that each day
was a revelation unto itself.

and they came equipped with ready-made racks
perfect for carrying gear and extra nets, as well
as an ass-saving saddle seat that became the
true hero of the journey.) Packed up, we’re ready
to journey into the sparse desert wasteland towards
Burundi on a quest to help even-more-isolated
villagers in their fight against malaria. We’re happy
to finally be putting tires-to-the-ground in aid of

ONCE BITTEN

Motos Against Malaria. They had then coordinated

the reason we’re here right now.

in the massive worldwide malaria-prevention
movement and it feels meant to be.

In the spring of 1999 Sean had introduced me to
the unrestrained world of adventure motorcycle
travel. Twenty-nine at the time (two years older
than I) he was in the prime of his life. Those
who’d met him were treated to an expressive,
odd-ball mix of mountain athlete dirtbag (climber,
skier, mountain biker, tree-planter) and wing-nut

We start with the girls dorm. They help us rip

party animal, a metal-music-loving hippie who

the packages open and neatly tie each net to the

lived in a van and travelled eight months a year.

metal skeleton of their bunks. “I am happy for

“Wake up early, stay up late,” was his motto and

my new net,” says Chikundi, a 15 year-old with

he showed me how to live it everyday.

a dignified smile. “Before, too many mosquitoes
are flying around my head, keeping me awake.

On a tight budget, we slept atop our spare
clothes instead of sleeping mats, eating rice,
plain pasta or instant mashed potatoes for dinner
almost daily. Alarmed by tales of Larium—aka
“Scarium” in traveller’s circles, a drug whose
infamous side-effects included nausea, headaches
and even psychosis—we carried no malaria prophylactics, hoping to compensate with our three
hard-and-fast rules: never ride at night; always
find a safe place to pitch camp; and always wear
long clothes after dark. Other than that all we

Riding away I think of my late brother Sean. He’s

happening for real. It’s our very first experience

It was the adventure of our young

you could change a flat without removing the tire,

with open arms and even given the plan a name:

Africa. What seemed a concept for so long is now

an ultimate brother-bonding journey.

road conditions with aplomb. (Among other merits

first pitched the UK-based Against Malaria Foun-

delivering them to us on the ground in East

southern Africa’s wild expanses in

lives, so far-removed from any type

has a deep personal element.

money into mosquito nets and, most impressively,

bikes here and ride across Africa,” he’d said.

true freedom convinced me and off we went, free-

arrive at this moment and it feels good. When we

all of our fundraising efforts, magically turning

the seed. “Hey man why don’t we buy some

I was scared shitless at first, but Sean’s zest for

community health, but for me, the project also

African villages via motorcycle, they’d accepted us

enduro bikes—and he wasted no time planting

that handled Africa’s ever-changing on- and off-

It has taken Christina Tottle and I two years to

dation with our idea of delivering nets to remote

for the new love of his life—racing and riding

underdog farm bikes (AG stands for “agriculture”)

bulging belly.
“Good morning Headmaster!” they shout back in

straight from Cambodia with unbridled passion

Though both avid world travellers, we’d never

cared about was the freedom of the open road.
But after four months of life-changing travel our
dream adventure turned into a nightmare. Sean
contracted cerebral malaria—bitten by a single
mosquito on an island off the coast of Mozambique—and succumbed to the disease within four
heart-wrenching days. I was at his bedside in
Soweto, South Africa, when he clutched my hand
for the last time. The worst day of my life followed
the very best experience I had ever known. It still
felt like we should have been plotting the next
day’s ride on our tattered map; instead I was
planning his funeral.
If I could take any solace in Sean’s death it would
be that none of what came later would have
been possible without him.

LEFT PAGE TOP: Christina Tottle sinks into some sunset downtime above the shores of Lake Malawi. BOTTOM: The throng that greeted Todd and Christina as they entered Burundi was emblematic of the scene
that greeted them in most rural areas. NEXT SPREAD: Despite widespread poverty and limited means, Africans take great pride in their homes, and always pose stoically for photos. This rural Ugandan family
requested a portrait with their new net.
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It’s our very first experience in the
massive worldwide malaria-prevention
movement and it feels meant to be.
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A HARD PILL TO SWALLOW
A decade later, Sean’s inspiration drives me to
keep his spirit alive with a legacy that he’d be

a three-day transit visa. Three days to cross the

creating a chance to live, to dream, to make a

country. We’re under the gun now; luckily Burundi

difference on their own.

is one of Africa’s smallest nations.

By the end of day one, cloaked in a layer of

proud of. So here I am back on African soil with

It’s also ultra-crowded, and we feel the crush of

powdery-orange sand, we find a small village high

the love of my life—and the best riding partner

population density almost immediately. As soon

in the hills and stop on a grassy yard in front of a

you could ask for—helping to prevent a disease

as we roll to a stop anywhere we’re engulfed in

family compound. The people seem shy and un-

that still takes thousands of lives globally every

a ball of screaming, shoving, laughing mayhem.

certain, making us feel much the same. We don’t

single day. We’re under no illusions, and know

Throngs run from all directions to either greet

want to bluntly ask to stay with them but we want

our efforts are but a drop of water in the vast

us, meet us, or help us with directions on the

to provide a few mosquito nets, and now seems

river of aid flowing into Africa. Still, we ride away

unsigned gravel roads.

as good a time as any. We try and communicate

from that little school filled with emotion and
hope, knowing every one of those 300 children
will now sleep better and learn more readily, freeing
up room in their lives to dream a little bigger.
For the next three days maximum focus and
undivided attention becomes our mantra as we
ride an unmapped road full of half-buried rocks,
giant ruts and thick, fine sand that clots like
flour. Our bikes are so heavily loaded with food,
extra fuel and mosquito nets that they’re hard to
keep upright. When we finally arrive at the Burundi
border, the immigration official waves us over,
beer in hand, and ushers us inside a cinder-block
building. He seems dodgy and unsure of us, but
eventually pulls out an official stamp granting us
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“Mzungu! Mzungu!” they sing and shout, followed
by, “Give me money!” They speak French here,
but every African child knows these three words
fluently in English.
At times we feel ashamed at the amount of gear
we carry, likely worth more than these people
would earn in a lifetime. So many ask us for
money that it’s heartbreaking. Knowing we can
never help them all or even a fraction, it seems
better to say no and leave them in disappointment
than perpetuate the vicious cycle of handouts.

with an older lady wearing a bright orange chitenje
wrapped around her wrinkled body, but to no
avail. The elders speak only their native tongue.
Finally a male voice from behind breaks the silence
in good French, and Christina translates.
“His name is William, and he says his mother has
invited us to sleep in her home. She wants us to
feel welcome, and not be afraid. The only time
we see white people is on the primetime [TV], so
the children also want to come and touch your
skin to see how it feels.”

But wait—isn’t handing out expensive mosquito

Small boys help push our bikes into the fenced-in

nets the same thing as handing out money? We

compound. For dinner, we cook a bag of rice

think not. One net might help save a child’s life,

and fry some vegetables to share with the family
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of ten. They timidly accept but eat the meal in

we’re invited to join. Most of the 2,000+ nets

a separate room. Night falls fast and cold so we

our Motos Against Malaria initiative purchased

wait until morning to tell them of our project.

are to be given to those most susceptible to the

Crowds of dusty children, rust-coloured as the
rooftops, clamber around to ogle the strange
blue nets. We take turns pounding nails into the
adobe walls using rocks, hanging nets over each
of the beds in the cloister of huts. William and
his family are grateful and willingly take part in
the offering with smiles and laughter, but their
neighbour isn’t as happy.
“What about me?” shouts a clearly peeved man
from across the yard. His clothes are in tatters
and it looks as though he hasn’t washed in days.
“What about my family? We also are suffering
from malaria, where are nets for us?”
It’s a hard pill to swallow. “We are very sorry, but

disease: children under five years of age. We’re
fortunate to be able to take part in the Malaria
Consortium’s intense five-day training, registration, allocation and distribution exercise in the
town of Arua. After hearing all organizational and
infrastructural calamities shrugged off as “This is
Africa,” we’re shocked at how well the logistics of
this initiative are handled. Every single piece of
paper is filled out with meticulous penmanship

Groups of mothers greet us with
indelible African spirit, dancing,
singing and clapping in gratitude
for protecting their children.

we can only carry so many nets,” says Christina,
trying her best to resolve the situation. “We’re

and organization. Attention to detail is preva-

just two people and can’t help every person in

lent throughout every aspect of the distribution

every village. Because this family generously

process; each child and family in even the tiniest

offered their home to us, this was our way of

village is accounted for and not once is there

saying thank you.”

argument or misunderstanding. We also receive

She finishes by offering to contact the AMF to see
if they might put the village on a list to receive
nets in the future. No doubt it sounds hollow to
the man, but it’s all we have, and a refrain we’ll
have to get used to.

a crash-course in rural malaria education that
leaves us both anxious and better-prepared to
undertake our own personal objective: making
sure each net is properly hung over a child’s
bed—perhaps the most crucial part of the project.
We stock up on fuel and food and begin a fervent
week-long follow-up on our bikes, going village

VILLAGE TO VILLAGE, HUT TO HUT

to village, hut to hut, to meet and educate

Out of nets we ride north to Kampala, Uganda, to

the beneficiaries of the program about malaria

receive an update from the AMF. The foundation

prevention. We cover as much ground and as

is making huge headway in malaria prevention

many homes as possible on rutted roads and

through funding from organizations that host special

village singletrack. Groups of mothers greet us

events worldwide, with all proceeds used for the

with indelible African spirit, dancing, singing and

purchase of nets. (Malaria rates have fallen by

clapping in gratitude for protecting their children.

almost 50 per cent since the year 2000; as of

Thankfully we have a way of repaying them;

this writing, half a million supporters have raised

although many have never seen a net before

enough money to distribute 11,114,131 long-lasting,

all are understanding of the impact. They know

insecticide-treated mosquito nets.)

these nets will help save lives, plain and simple.

In Kampala good news awaits. A massive 30,000net distribution project will take place in the

The outpouring of affection and gratitude moves
us to tears.

remote northwestern corner of the country and

Ethiopia is no stranger to war, famine and drought, but it can also present a verdant countryside—complete with smiling ambassadors.
Bahir Dar, Ethiopia.
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It still felt like we should
have been plotting the next
day’s ride on our tattered
map; instead I was
planning his funeral.
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PURE AFRICA
A dusty road stretches into the rocky hills of
Ojapi parish, cluttered with bicycles and strong
women beginning the walk home burdened by 20
litres of water balanced atop their heads, each

in the African countryside brings it all into sharp
focus. If we save but one life, it will have been
worth every gravel-crunching, heat-searing, livestock-dodging kilometre. If we can help more kids
sleep better and study more, we’ve done our job.

with a baby wrapped around their backs. It’s

I think back to the days on my bike with my

our final day of follow-up and we’re trying hard

brother in South Africa and picture him smiling

to absorb every little detail. By day’s end we’ve

from the great beyond, hoping he knows what he

checked about thirty huts in three different villages;

inspired us to do… although I’m pretty sure he’s

most homes had hung their nets properly but

been riding with us the whole time.

others had set them too high, leaving a small
gap at the bottom that would have rendered the
net ineffective. Hot, sweaty, and tired, we find a
mango tree to sleep under—much to the dismay
of locals who’d rather see us inside.

To ‘train’ for their African journey, Todd and Christina
spent 19 months riding through all 23 countries
of the mainland Americas from Canada to Chile, a
47,000-kilometre epic. Blown away by the generosity they encountered on that trip, they founded

“Oh, why do you sleep outside like this?” says

the Sean Lawson Young Travellers Foundation,

Mr. Andrew, introducing himself in perfect English

dedicated to helping third-world children enjoy the

as a former commanding officer in the Ugandan

learning experience of travel. In 2008 the couple

Air Force. “Maybe we can move you inside then

spent 11 months riding 23,000 km through 15 Afri-

everything will be okay.”

can countries; this story represents the final stages

“It’s alright,” I respond. “As you can see we have

of that trip.

now set up our bed between the motorcycles and
have a mosquito net to sleep under. We like to
sleep outside and feel very safe here.”
“Okay, thank you. Then it shall be fine. I am very
security conscious and all of our people are very
friendly. We have some hardships and poverty
but we are a happy people. You will just rest here
and feel at peace. Nothing can happen to you.”
And nothing did, save for another magical night’s
sleep under the African sky. The kind I got used to
with Sean. We visit another school in the morning
but can share only smiles and laugher—all our
nets have been given out. Although there are
thousands more children in need of them, we
know we’ve done what we can and it’s time to

Todd Lawson, 43, is a transplanted Alberta boy who spent
his summers chasing cows and picking raspberries on his
grandparents’ farm. He now lives in Whistler, B.C. with
Christina Tottle and their 3-year-old daughter Seanna
(named after Sean). Travel and outdoor sports turn his crank
as much as Crown Royal by a campfire. // againstmalaria.com

go home to the Canadian winter. One more ride

PREVIOUS SPREAD A colourful township stands below the flanks of the stunning Drakensburg Range, South Africa.
THIS PAGE Christina explains how to properly take care of their new nets to students at Manyara Secondary School, Arusha, Tanzania.
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place
of
spirits
An historic kayak mission through the subarctic
heart of Canada’s newest national park
Words Dan Kostrzewski
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Floating through this magnificent
wilderness, our boats were more time
machines than sporting equipment.
— Ben Stookesberry

PREVIOUS SPREAD Ben Stookesbury takes down a final falls before the river eases into a fjord.
THIS SPREAD Ben Stookesbury charges a perfect canyon. BEN MARR PHOTOS.
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By the time we arrived at our objective we’d paddled more than 800 kilometres into the roadless peninsula.
– Ben Stookesberry

ABOVE Pedro Oliva on the upper Torngat approaching the main section. BEN MARR PHOTO.
NEXT SPREAD Ben Stookesbury on the first descent of Nutililik Falls. On their way down the George River, the crew made an exploratory hike up this tributary. ERIK BOOMER PHOTO.
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With over 52 Class V and VI whitewater first descents together in 32 countries, American kayakers Ben
Stookesberry and Chris Korbulic don’t toss words like ‘epic’ or ‘remote’ around lightly. But a 6-week,
1,120-kilometre mission with various teammates through remote northeastern Quebec and Labrador
last summer clearly merits both.
Bookended by a 770-kilometre paddle down the historic George River and a 160-kilometre return out
the Koroc, “Destination Torngat” ticked off a mid-trip, no-portage, Class V first-descent of the Nachvak
River in one of Canada’s most unknown wilderness reserves—Torngat Mountains National Park. The
voyage also ranged through Quebec’s Kuururjuaq National Park and the margins of George River and
Pyramid Mountains interim protected areas; together with Torngat park these create a welcome industryfree area on a resource-rich subarctic peninsula that’s also home to threatened caribou. Formerly one of
the world’s largest seasonal mammal migrations, the George River herd has seen stunning decline—from
750,000 animals in 1993 to an estimated 27,000 today. The vulnerability of caribou habitat to mining
development has seen the indigenous Inuit self-government pushing strongly for more protection.
“The trip was epic for its remoteness—the opposite of roadside. By the time we arrived at our
objective we’d paddled more than 800 kilometres into the roadless peninsula,” explains Stookesberry,
a National Geographic Adventurer of the Year and Banff Mountain Film Festival winner. “From satellite
images we imagined the Nachvak could be one of the most spectacular kayaking descents on Earth,
but the real challenge was getting to it.”
The team arrived at Shefferville via iron-ore train, then linked-up chain lakes to the traditional George
River put-in. Paddling north for 18 days through brutal insect swarms to Ungava Bay, they traversed
rich Atlantic salmon grounds and bucked 12-metre tides to reach the coastal town of Kangiqsualujjuaq
in Quebec’s Nunavik region. En route, some of the team managed a first-descent of the Nutillilik River
and a second of the spectacular Ford River, the required route-finding and portaging delivering an
appreciation for the region’s sweeping vistas and 1,500-metre peaks. But it was nothing compared to
what they’d see in Torngat park.
The geologically and archeologically-rich park covers 9,700 km2 above 55˚ latitude, from Saglek Fjord in the
south to Labrador’s northernmost tip, bounded by Quebec on the west and the Labrador Sea elsewhere.
The process to create this remote reserve that sees only 600 visitors a year was long and litigious,
beginning with a Labrador Inuit Association land claim in 1977 and ending three decades later with official
designation as Canada’s 42nd national park—the first managed by an all-Inuit cooperative. “The [park] is
the Inuit gift to the people of Canada,” said Toby Andersen, chief Inuit negotiator at the time.
The land that Inuit ancestors named Torngait—“Place of Spirits”—and white traders christened “Ghost
Coast” proved an ideal paddling venue. After trading out some members in Kangiqsualujjuaq, the team
reversed course east, traversing into Labrador by longboat and a taxing 65-kilometre portage to the
Nachvak, a steep whitewater river they’d first envisioned exploring a decade ago. Here they collected
a food cache, and with Inuit guides guarding against polar bears on the camp-to-camp descent,
successfully ran each of the Nachvak’s 18 waterfalls.
After celebrating in Nachvak Fjord with a feast of Arctic char, they began the trying and technical
return trip to the top of the drainage, and a final food cache on the approach route to 1,652-metre Mt.
Caubvick, Eastern Canada’s highest peak. A whitewater descent of the Koroc River to Short Lakes Fjord,
and a final battle through the world’s largest tidal rapids put them back in Kangiqsualujjuaq.
While the achievements were historic and the journey photogenic enough to be shaped into a film, it
was the Inuit’s gift that made the most lasting impression on the crew. So much so, they donated their
kayaks to the community in gratitude. “Ultimately, it’s a humbling experience to paddle here, where the
Inuit literally invented the kayak thousands of years ago,” summarizes Stookesberry. “Floating through
this magnificent wilderness, our boats were more time machines than sporting equipment.”
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Torngat Mountains National Park is the
Inuit gift to the people of Canada.
— Toby Andersen
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WILD
BOUVETØYA BLUES: THE LAST PLACE ON EARTH?

Grab a set of pointed dividers—the kind nautical

500-metre basalt cliffs. Ferocious winds, heavy

route-plotters use—and a 1:40,000,000 map

seas, near constant mist, and a lack of any

of the world (about a metre across—the scale

protected cove make landing on Bouvet risky if

of most globes). Implant one end at precisely

not entirely foolhardy. Fittingly and famously, it is

54°26’S, 3°24’E, set the distance between points

also hard to find: discovered in 1739 by Frenchman

to 1,600 km on your map, and trace a circle. If

John-Baptiste Charles Bouvet de Lozier (often

your dividers have a particularly fine point, you’ll

considered the earliest polar explorer), it wasn’t

notice you’ve impaled a tiny piece of land, no

seen again until 1820—maybe—and not for lack

more than a pinhead at this scale, and that within

of looking; on maps and then off of maps, when

the circle you’ve prescribed—8,148,103 km of

it did appear its placement varied by hundreds

ocean, or 80 per cent of Europe—not a single

of kilometres, shielding it from such luminary

additional piece of land occurs. With South Africa

searchers as British mariners James Cook and

2,500 km to the northeast and the nearest oce-

James Clark Ross.

2

anic islands some 1,800 km removed, the closest
terra firma to your circle’s centre is Queen Maud
Land in Antarctica, 1,750 km to the south. No
other place on Earth, in fact, is as peculiarly isolated as the 50 km2 sub-Antarctic speck known
as Bouvet Island.

DAVE BARNES ILLUSTRATION.
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These days the island, still empty, is a Norwegian
protectorate—Bouvetøya. Although landings
of any kind are prohibited without permission,
it remains sought after by obsessive travellers.
Cited as one of only two places unvisited by
John Clouse, the Guinness Book of World

Wildly remote and wildly inhospitable, Bouvet

Records’ erstwhile “most traveled man,” Clouse’s

represents the top of a dormant shield volcano

successor to the title, Charles Veley, took 72

marking the terminus of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge,

days to reach the island before making a sketchy

the world’s longest mountain/rift system stretching

helicopter landing. In the 2012 documentary

nearly 10,000 km north to the Arctic Ocean. Having

Bouvetøya: The Last Place on Earth, Canadian

last erupted around 50

adventurers Jason Rodi and father Bruno journey

bc,

thick glacial ice now

fills the volcano’s remnant caldera, capping

from their home in Montreal to plant a time

95 per cent of an island otherwise rimmed by

capsule on the island’s unclimbed highest

point—780 m Olavtoppen. Together the pair

and the wildfire-like spread of non-native

The contemporary story of Bouvetøya’s

had climbed the highest mountain on each

invasive species. Dodging all of these global

isolation—i.e. non-invasion—is noteworthy for

of the seven continents, and trekked to both

guns would be impossible for any place, but

being the only such tale you and I will ever

North and South Poles. The film now finds them

immunity from some could confer a unique

know. This also makes Bouvetøya a critical

traversing the planet’s roughest ocean to its

form of removal, one for which Bouvetøya also

experiment—the only place where all-out

remotest locale, then scaling a glacier bearing a

qualifies: remoteness, inaccessibility, and an

prevention has been enacted prior to any

titanium tube filled with messages of hope for

environment hostile to human habitation have

non-human introductions. Infrequent visitation

the future—a symbolic journey Jason hopes will

meant that less than 100 souls have likely ever

by Norwegian scientists and, increasingly, tour

inspire humanity to do better. He also hopes his

stood upon it, the reason it also appears to

operators requires vacuuming and bleaching

unborn daughter, Alix, will retrieve the capsule in

be the last territory on the planet untouched

of all equipment to ensure no seeds, spores,

50 years to find Bouvetøya as free of humanity’s

by invasive species. As the only jurisdiction

bacteria, viruses or insects are transported on

footprint as today. Good luck with that.

with no record of introduced flora or fauna,

or off. How long such virtual fortification can

Bouvetøya’s unheralded natural state makes it

last until a wayward propagule of some

a genuine Last Place on Earth. In addition to

organism sneaks through, however, is

indigenous seal, penguin and seabird species,

anyone’s guess.

“This special journey was for you,” he explains
in the film. “I went looking for the end of the
world to find a new beginning. A future of your
own. You were born in a time of change.”
Change is an understatement in the Anthropocene—the aptly named current geological
epoch of a human-altered lithosphere whose
marquee phenomena include anthropogenic
climate change, ocean acidification, habitat
loss, the planet’s 6th great extinction episode,

there are only the familiar terrestrial occupants
of other (now heavily invaded) sub-Antarctic
islands: two moss species, three liverworts, 49
lichens, five mites and three springtails—the
latter pair being tiny terrestrial arthropods easily
carried on wind, rafted on oceanic debris, or
taxied around on birds.

The only way to truly manage the
Last Place on Earth, it seems,
would be to shield it entirely
from humans, and take it
off the map again.
—Leslie Anthony
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SALOMON FREESKI TV
In 2015, Freestyle veteran and Godfather of the Newschool Mike Douglas brought
Alexis Godbout, a young slopestyle standout, on a ski touring adventure in the
Swiss Alps. Check out Salomon Freeski.tv, and see the lessons that the Urner
Haute Route taught these two pros about adventure, exploration, and life.
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Salomon Freeride boot, Mountain Lab sets a new
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challenging lines, and the power to slay them.
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